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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

What organizational characteristics are best suited for general service

type hospitals in Florida? It is to this question that this project is addressed.

The significance of the hospital's product, patient care, hardly needs

debating. Few Americans escape the need for hospital services over any

lengthy period and most persons will die in a hospital. The quality of patient

care means life or death to some, and the difference between a healthy active

life or pain and restricted activity to others. The costs involved in hospital

care amount to a significant portion of our society's output. In specific terms

cost of patient care may be a prohibitive factor in the patient's receiving

adequate hospital care.

It is interesting to note that in the writer's discussion of hospitals'

objectives with hospital administrators that there was unanimity of opinion

that quality of patient care was the main objective of hospital organizations.

However, a few administrators did not consider the cost element involved in

producing this care as a valid organizational objective. They stressed the

need for quality care regardless of the costs entailed to produce it. One

administrator of a hospital with a state-wide reputation for efficiency and

operating in the black attributed this attitude to a personal defensive

rationalization on the part of administrators who are e>q)eriencing problems

in productivity. In addition the administrators taking this "quality at anj'^



cost" position on organization objectives admitted to the writer that there had

to be some limit on the cost of patient care.

A recent study of industrial orgaaizational characteristics by Paul

2
Lawrence and Jay Lorsch may provide a means of determining those

organizational characteristics that are most effective in general service

hospitals. The application of some of the findings and methodology of their

study to hospital organizations forms the basic part of this project.

Objectives of the Project

The purpose of this project is to study the organizational characteristics

of some general service hospitals in Florida to determine if the findings of the

3
Lawrence and Lorsch study can be validated in these hospital organizations.

More specifically, the organizational characteristics of a group of

relatively similar and comparable hospitals were studied to determine whether

the more effective hospitals have achieved the desired degrees of differentiation

and integration, and whether the less effective hospitals have failed to achieve

the desired degrees of differentiation of integration.

Differentiation, as used in the Lawrence and Lorsch study and as defined

for this project, is the difference in cognitive and emotional orientation among

managers in different major departments within the organization. Integration

is defined as the quality of the state of collaboration that exists among

departments that are required to cooperate in order to achieve the organization's

objectives.

It should be noted at this point that organizational differentiation and

integration are essentially antagonistic. The more differentiated an organization



structure becomes the more integration is required among managers of

different departments. This polarization exists because the more training

and special knowledge required of a department manager the more likely he

is to have a narrower role perception as a manager. This leads to a differen-

tation between departmental and organizational objectives causing conflicts

when departmental managers must make joint decisions. Effective organiza-

tional performance requires decisions made on the basis of attempting to

achieve organizational rather than departmental objectives. Thus organizations

that need a high degree of differentiation to deal with their outside environment

also need some means of facilitating collaboration between departmental man-

agers. This conflict resolving activity is integration. While it is the opposite

of differentation it is necessary in degrees proportional to the differentiation

required in the organizational structure.

A general hospital organization structure can be viewed as being comprised

of five major departments:

1. medical - doctors

2. professional staff - nurses, radiology, laboratory

technicians and other professional service employees

3. non-professional staff - dietitians, housekeepers,

maintenance and other auxiliary staff

4. fiscal - accountants, purchasing agents, admissions

and other fiscal service employees

5. administration - the administrators and their assistants

and associates.

Intuitively one would expect considerable differentiation in terms of structural



dimensions between these basic organizational departments and especially so

5
In the case of those departments with professional orientation. If this is the

case the quality and organizational level of integrative activity should be of

considerable significance to hospital effectiveness.

This project requires that organizational differentation be measured and

related to organizational effectiveness. It also requires measuring not only the

degree and levels of integration in the hospital's organizational characteristics,

but the mode of conflict resolution as well. These characteristics must also

be related to organizational effectiveness.

In addition to measuring these organizational characteristics it is also

necessary to attempt to measure organizational effectiveness. Since effective-

ness of hospital organizations has to be related to patient care quality as well

as costs an index taking into consideration both factors has to be developed.

This project then is addressed to the problem of improving hospital

performance by attempting to discover the relationship of organizational

differentiation and integration to hospital activity effectiveness.

Of major significance in the Lawrence and Lorsch study of ten industrial

organizations was the nature of the environment which firms in each industry

faced. One of their main hypotheses was that the more uncertain the

environment the firm's industry faces the more differentiation is required in

the firm's organizational characteristics. The dimensions used to measure

degrees of reactive uncertainty in the firm's, and its industry's environment

were clarity of information received, uncertainty of causal relationships and

the time span of feedback. This study pointed to the different degrees of

differentiation required for firms in each of three industries because of the

differences in dimension of reactive uncertainty in their environments.



The present project is not concerned with attempting to determine the

degree of uncertainty in the external environment which hospital organizations

face. It is assumed that the hospitals in the sample studied have similar

products and can be considered as firms or organizations in the same industry.

Thus they are facing the same environment. While the degree of uncertainty

in environment for this hospital "industry" is not determined it is assumed to

be the same for each of the hospitals in the sample.

The desired level of differentiation for the hospital organizations is

determined on the basis of current organization theory. However, it is not an

objective of this project to measure or identify the degree of uncertainty in

the hospital sample's environment. Since each of the sample hospitals face

a similar external environment no comparative study of the above mentioned

dimensions of uncertainty is required.

This project is limited to attempting to measure differentiation and

integration characteristics of the sample hospitals' organizational structure and

comparing these with organizational effectiveness to determine if a relationship

between these characteristics and effectiveness exists.

Hypotheses

I. That the more effective hospitals have approximated

a desired level of organizational differentiation which

is at a higher level than the less effective ones.

II. That the more effective hospitals have achieved a higher

degree of integration than the less effective ones.



ni. That the range of levels of integration is larger and

more significant to organizational effectiveness than

the range of differentiation in hospital organizations.

Research Methodology

Since the purpose of this project is to apply and extend the findings of

the recent Lawrence and Lorsch study to the hospital field a research

methodology similar to that used in the above mentioned study is used in this

project. Figure I illustrates the writer's conception of a model of the

Lawrence and Lorsch study and a model of the research methodology used

on this project.

This study is basically an empirical one and relies on primary data

gathered from the sample hospitals by questionnaire, by interview and from

statistical records. Established instruments used in the Lawrence and Lorsch

7
study were used wherever useful in this project. In addition other Lawrence

and Lorsch questionnaire and interview questions were used whenever

appropriate. In many cases Lawrence and Lorsch used established or

previously designed questionnaire and interview questions for determining or

measuring the various dimensions used in their study. Using these wherever

possible should add continuity and consistency to this project. It was necessary

in some instances to slightly alter the wording in the questionnaires and interviews

in order to reflect hospital environment.

Principal areas of investigation were:

1. to determine the desired level of organization

differentiation for hospitals in the study
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2. to measure levels of differentiation in the

hospitals' organization structure

3. to measure the degree of integrative activity

in hospitals in the sample

4. to determine the structural level within the

organizations where integrative activity is

attempted

5. to identify the mode of conflict resolution, that

is, the means of integration used.

Performance information and data of a primary nature were also obtained.

Data pertaining mainly to cost indices were secured primarily from statistical

g
records. Quality of care data were solicited in parts of the questionnaire, in

Interview questions and from certain records.

9A potential sample of sixteen Florida hospitals which offer a similar

range of services and vary in size from 210 to 500 beds was chosen. They

represent urban areas from widely separated locations in the state and operate

in similar demographic and social environments.

The writer visited each of the hospitals in the sample and interviewed

the administrator or his assistant. During the interview the project was ex-

plained and cooperation in the project was solicited. General information

about performance evaluation and departmentalization was solicited at this

time to facilitate the construction of a realistic research methodology for

gathering information in these areas.

While the administrators of all sixteen of the hospitals agreed to partici-

pate at the time of the preliminary visit, two later withdrew from the project.

One withdrew because of a construction project doubling the bed capacity of



his hospital. The other withdrew for unspecified reasons. The remaining

fourteen hospitals became the sample for the project.

These were visited a second time by the writer on dates specified during

the preliminary visit. Approximately one eight hour day v/as spent at each

hospital in the sample, conducting the questionnaires, taping the interviews

and recording statistical data.

12
The questionnaires were given to managerial employees in the

hospital organization and to doctors who were full time staff members or

affiliated with the hospital. Approximately equal representation from each of

the five major segments of the hospital organization was sought to complete

the questionnaire form. In addition respondents from all levels of the

managerial hierarchy were included in the sample when possible.

13
The interviews were conducted with the chief administrative officer

of each hospital and his assistant or assistants. Two or three other managerial

personnel who participated in the questionnaire were also interviewed at each

hospital.

The Blue Cross - Blue Shield Corporation, the Hospital Administrative

Services, Inc. and various individual hospital records were the sources of

statistical data.

Expected Results

The possible results of this project are twofold. It is expected to contribute

to the field of organization theory and to the area of hospital administration.

Essentially this project's purpose is to validate the findings of the Lawrence

and Lorsch study. To the extent that the results of this project concur with those
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of the Lawrence and Lorsch study it will serve to reinforce their contingency

theory of organizations. In addition, the opportunity to extend the findings of

the Lawrence and Lorsch study exists in this project. Their study involving

ten industrial organizations was in part concerned with each firm's reaction

to the uncertainty in its environment. The environmental uncertainty was

viewed in relationship to three basic factors: scientific knowledge, techno-

economic and market. There are some basic differences between the markets

of industrial firms and those of general hospitals. Intuitively one would expect

a considerable difference in the competitive atmosphere between industrially

oriented organizations and hospitals. While it is not the objective or purpose

of this project to investigate this aspect of the Lawrence and Lorsch study,

the findings of this project should permit the drawing of conclusions regarding

the effect of differences in degrees of competition in the firm's environment

on its organizational characteristics.

A practically oriented result of this project will be the possibility of

indicating to hospital administrators those organizational characteristics

that appear to be most beneficial to effective performance. The desired level

of organizational differentiation and the use of integrative devices are two

specific areas of hospital organizational characteristics to which this project

may contribute.
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1. This point will be discussed in more detail in Chapter III.
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8. See Appendix B for details of research methodology.
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11. See Appendix B for a format of the preliminary visit information

check list.
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13. See Appendix B for a list of some of the typical interview questions.
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CHAPTER

n

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Organization Theory Background

Traditional thought on organization theory has been centered about the

bureaucratic form of organization. One of the major contributors to this

theory was Max Weber. He describes a bureaucracy as the form of

organization that will be most effective in accomplishing complex tasks in

which large numbers of people are involved. The basic characteristics of

f

a bureaucracy are:

1. the work activity is assigned as official duties

and are specifically detailed for each position

2. the work activity is arranged in hierarchial

levels in which there is a supervision of lower

offices by higher ones

3. the preparation of written rules and procedures

to govern the activities of the office holders

which are termed "files. "

He suggests that this form of organization has been evolved by managers and

government administrators through the years to meet the needs of an ever

more complex society. The force behind this evolution to a bureaucratic

organization form has been its superiority to mass or communal types of

12
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actions.

"Precision, speed, unambiguity, knowledge of file,

continuity, disci^etion, unity, strict suborditiation,

reduction of friction and of material and personal
costs - these are raised to the optimum point in the

strictly bureaucratic organization.

"

The obvious advantage of such a system, according to Weber, was that

everyone would know exactly what to do and what was expected of him. He

would be trained to acquire the skills necessary for the job. Impersonal

unbiased rules are laid down to guide the behavior of the individual. These

factors were believed to enable the organization to act as a unit. The decisions

of the man at the top of the hierarchy could be passed down level by level until

it reached the level for action where the rules and the managerial hierarchy

would assure prompt and proper execution of the decision. This same

hierarchy also provides for the appeal upwai-d of decisions considered

inappropriate by lower levels. The hierarchy and the files provide the

necessary coordination of communications and activity.

Subsequent students of organization theory have foimd discrepancies in

the bureaucratic theory when applied to specific situations. R. K. Merton

suggests that conformity to bureaucratic rules leads to timidity, conservatism

3
and technicism, and to the adoption of rules as goals rather than means.

SelznUv also suggests that bureaucratic delegation as a means of control tends

4
to encourage departmentalization and sub- optimization of goals. March and

5 6 7
Simon, A. W. Gouldner, and Thompson, are among other authorities

who have discovered inadequacies in the bureaucratic theory. In presenting

their differences many writers have not challenged the validity of the theory

but have attempted to change or revise it in some manner to accomodate

their particular findings and preserve the idea that the bureaucratic
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organization form is the one best type of organization form for all situations.

Others, however, have chosen to disregard the bureaucratic theory

because they considered it to be too general in dimensions to be useful.

Several scholars numbered among this latter group have pointed out that a

major weal^iness of the bureaucratic organization theory is that it does not

consider organization structure to be a function of technology. It is from this

group that a number of empirical studies have been conducted in order to

attempt to substantiate a functional relationship between an organization's

structure and its technology.

Q

Burns and Stalker, in a study of twenty Scottish firms undertaken in

the early 1950's, observed how management systems changed in accordance

with the changes in the technical and commercial tasks of the firm, especially

substantial changes in the rate of technological advance. In this study it

appeared that two divergent systems of management practices were evident.

One system appeared appropriate for firms operating under relatively stable

conditions and the other appropriate for conditions of change. The former was

g
termed "mechanistic" and the latter "organic". The machanistic system,

appropriate under stable conditions, was similar to the bureaucratic model

with well-defined policies, rules, hierarchies, authority, etc. . The organic

system was much less structured with a continuing re-definition of tasks and

responsibilities. The conclusion of this study pointed out:

"The organization of the internal interpretive
system and the direction of the commercial, technical
and productive capacities of that system are conditional
for their success on an appreciation of the rate of change
affecting the technical and market circumstances con-
fronting the firm from day to day.

" as the rate of change increases in the technical
field, so does the number of occasions which demand
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quick and effective interpretation between people
working in different parts of the system. As the

rate of change increases in the market field, so
does the need to multiply the points of contact

between the concern and the market it wishes to

explore and develop." "

Thompson and Bates made a study of the proposition that the type of

technology available and suitable to particular types of products and services

set limits on the type of structure appropriate for organizations and that the

functional emphasis and the process of administration will vary as the result.

An example of the effect of the organization's product or service on its structure

is exemplified by the decentralized structure of a university compared to the

centralized structure of a manufacturing firm. The study was made of four

tj^es of organizations; a mining enterprise, a manufacturing firm, a

university and a hospital. The results of this study inferred that product

concreteness and the rigidity of the production process technology are

independent variables which are the determinants of organization structure.

Joan Woodward made a survey in England of 100 firms employing 100

12
or more people. The original purpose of her study was to determine

whether one type of organization structure was more successful than others.

Structure was classified into three categories; line, functional and line-staff.

One of her findings was that the firm's degree of success could not be

empirically related to one type of organization structure. This discovery

made it necessary to re- study the concerns in a different manner and firms

were reclassified into categories according to the nature of their manufacturing

processes. These categories were used:

1. one of a kind output

2. batch producers

3. mass production and process producers.
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By this classification a study of successful firms versus less successful ones

indicated that one type of organization structure was common to those success-

ful firms in each of the classes. The more successful firms among the batch

producers had mechanistic organization structures. The more successful single

unit producers and the mass production and process producers had organic

type structures based on the Burns and Stalker classification mentioned pre-

viously. The finding that successful mass production and process producers

have organic systems apparently conflicts with rather than confirms the Burns

and Stalker findings. This conflict is probably due to the definition of techno-

logy used by Woodward which considered only t3ie degree of technology present

in the process and omitted tlie rate of change in technology. The latter was an

important consideration in the Burns and Stalker classification. The conclusion

of the survey indicated:

'While at first sight there seemed to be no linlv between
organization and success, and no one best way of organizing

a factory, it subsequently became apparent that there was a
particular form of organization most appropriate to each
technical situation. "13

Harvey approaches technology as a continuum from technical diffuseness

14
to technical specificity. Technical diffuseness represents a number of tech-

nical pi'ocesses in the firm and a wide range of products. In addition products

vary from year to year as a result of changes in technological production pro-

cesses. This diffuse type of organization is similar to Woodward's one-of-a-

kind category. Harvey's technical specificity classification corresponds to

Woodward's mass production or process producers.

An important implication of Harvey's study is that not only the form of

technology is an important determinant of structure, as presented by Woodward,

but that the amount of change, or rate of change, witliin a given form is also
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important.

In this study Harvey uses sub-unit specialization (number of sub-units),

levels of authority, the ratio of managers to total personnel, and program

specification as dimensions in classifying types of organization structure.

His hypotheses are that as technical specificity increases:

1. The number of specialized sub-units in the

organization increases. This is consistent

with Lawrence and Lorsch's differentiation

in organizations.

2. The number of levels of authority in the

organization increases. This is consistent

with Woodward's findings.

3. The ratio of managers to total personnel in

the organization increases. This is also

consistent with Woodward's findings.

4. The amount of program specification increases.

This conflicts with Woodward's findings and as

suggested by Harvey this may be because of the

weak evidence in support of Woodward's hypothesis

that both ends of the complexity scale are more

flexible than the middle range.

The results of the study, which he compared on a scale of technical

diffuse - intermediate - technical specific, confirmed his hypothesis although

he noted certain exceptions did occur.

In another English study, D. S. Pugh, D. F. Hickson, C. R. Hinnings

15
and C, T. Turner conducted an investigation of 52 English work organizations.

The purpose of this study was an attempt to make a comparative analysis of a
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wide variety of organizations, using a multi-dimensional analysis, to draw

conclusions in regard to the independent variables involved in organization

structure. This was a descriptive study based on five theoretically established

primary dimensions of organization structure; specialization, standardization,

formalization, centralization and configuration. (Unfortunately, a sixth

dimension, flexibility, could not be studied due to the short time span of the

study). Scales were constructed for 64 of the structural variables resulting

in a large matrix of 2, 016 coefficients illustrating degrees of correlation.

The results of this study empirically established four underlying

dimensions of organization structure: structuring of activities; concentration

of authority; line control of work flow; and relative size of supportive

components. The establishment of these dimensions makes it possible to

compare structural profile characteristics of organizations and through the

wide differences noted in the structures of organizations refute the traditional

notion of one ideal bureaucratic organization.

A significant point in relation to the empirical studies mentioned above

and others that have not been referred to here is the definition and use of the

word "technology". There has been little agreement among the writers as to

exactly what is meant by technology. In the studies referred to previously

technology has been considered:

1. the degree of mechanization of the production process

2. the attitude and approaches of management to the

managerial functions

3. the rate of change in the firm's environment

or some combination of these dimensions. Given these variations in definition

and their use, there still seems to be ample evidence to indicate that

technology does have a causal relationship to organizational characteristics.
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The Lawrence and Lorsch Study

Paul Lawrence and Jay Lorsch are among those students of organization

theory who believe the bureaucratic theory to be inadequate.

"There is clearly no single best way for firms to

organize in all situations, and the central question of

this study - What kind of organization does it take to

deal with different environments ? - has great

significance to present-day managers. Because the

pace of technological and market change is so rapid,

our need to know what forms of organizational

arrangements will cope most effectively with change

imposed from outside and which of these forms will

facilitate those internal changes necessary to continuing

economic progress is essential. "•'"

Ten industrial organizations were studied in this project; six similar

organizations in the plastic product industry, two organizations in the bakery

product industry and two organizations in the container industry. The plastics

industry was considered to be facing a dynamic changing environment, the

baking industry a mildly dynamic environment and the container industry a

rather stable environment. The degree of reactive uncertainty, the rate of

change in the industry's environment, was determined by measuring three

environmental dimensions:

1. clarity of information

2. uncertain causal relationships

17
3. time span of feedback.

18
The desired level of differentiation for each industry was based on current

organization theory findings. Then the actual organizational differentiation

was measured for each of the ten organizations. The dimensions used for

measurement were:
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1. formality of structure

2. interpersonal orientation

3. time orientation

4. goal orientation.

The level or degree of differentiation in an organization affects the role

expectation of departmental managers. The more specialized and differentiated

the department, the more likely the manager is to place departmental objectives

above those of the organization. This narrow role perception by managers can

be the cause of conflict within the organization whenever joint decisions are

required. In addition, managerial role occupants of specialized departments

face a greater degree of departmental interdependence calling for increased

levels of cooperation and coordination. This factor further accentuates the

possiblitiy of conflict within the organization.

It is then clear that organization success will be least partially related

to the ability of the organization to facilitate conflict resolution and bring about

19
the required degree of cooperation and coordination, i, e. , integration.

Integrative activity in the organizations studied was measured by using

six dimensions. Three of these measured integrative acitvity only for those

managers considered to have integrative roles in the organization. They are:

1. integrative orientation and departmental structure

2. influence of the integrator

3. rev/ard system for the integrator.

Three other integrative dimensions were measured for all managers:

1. total level of influence

2. influence centered at the required level

3. modes of conflict resolution.
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This last dimension was measured with respect to mode of conflict resolution

in three different activities; confrontation, smoothing and forcing.

Performance was determined for each of the organizations by measuring

the rate of change from year to year for three basic factors; sales, before tax

profit and return on investment before taxes.

A conclusion of this study was that organizations operating effectively

in different environments had different degrees of organizational differentiation

and developed different methods of achieving both the required differentiation

and integration. Thus different organizational characteristics are required to

be effective in different businesses.

Also, it was found that differentiation and integration within organizations

are essentially antagonistic. The more differentiation in organizational

characteristics, the more difficult it is to achieve the required degree of

integration which increases with an increase in differentiation.

In addition, the effective firms achieved both the desired level of

differentiation and integration by having appropriate integrative mechanisms

and by developing patterns of behavior among their managers which effectively

resolved conflict to reach integrated decisions.

Differentiation and Integration

Differentiation and integration are not new innovations in the field of

organization theory. Weber recognized differentiation as specialization which

played a significant role in each of the three basic bureaucratic characteristics.

The official duties of the office are specified in detail and the office holder

trained in the specific skill needed to fulfill the duties of the office. The
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hierarchial levels also provide for specialization, especially at lower levels

where supervisors oversee subordinates carrying out specific tasks. The

"files" provide detailed rules for doing each special activity. So the sub-

dividing of activities into small specialized units is the backbone of the

bureaucratic model. Integration, kno\vn as coordination in the bureaucratic

model consists mainly of the communication network in the organization

structure which provides for the flow of information and facilitates control.

The hierarchy of authority and the "file" each have prominent roles to play

un this function. The organizational hierarchy provides the routes for

information flow and indicates the appropriate levels and offices for decision

making on problems involving more than one sub-unit. As mentioned

previously the hierarchy also provides the route for decision appeals. The

"files" provide the format for coordination and detailed procedures for

assuring that the activities of the sub-units are integrated efficiently into the

pattern of the whole organization.

Chester Barnard relates specialization and coordination to the

organization's purpose:

"Thus, in an important aspect, 'organization' and
'specialization' are synonyms. The ends of cooperation
cannot be accomplished without specialization. The
coordination implied is a fimctional aspect of organization.
This function is to correlate the efforts of the individual
in such a way with the conditions of the cooperative effoii;

of the whole that purpose may be accomplished. "^*^

He recog-nizes the dual function of an organization; the analji;ical aspects,

or the breaking down into sub-units, and the synthetical aspects, or

correlating effects of the organization structure. This represents the very

heart of the traditional organizing function of management. It is interesting

to note, however, that this view of an organization's specialization and

coordination functions does not indicate the nature of the relationship between
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them. This point, brought out by Lorsch, will be discussed further on in this

chapter.

Luther Gulick states at the outset in his "Notes on the Theory of

Organizations":

"Whenever many men are thus working together the

best results are secured when there is a division of work
among the men. The theory of organization, therefore,

has to do with the structure of coordination imposed on the

work-division units of an enterprise. "

^ecialization is necessary for organization effectiveness because of the

limited nature of man's skill, capacitj% dexterity, etc. , and because of time

and space limitations. However, "If sub-division of work is inescapable, coor-
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dination becomes mandatory. " The reason for the need of coordination,

according to Gulick, is that the workers will get in each other's way, work

could be done in the wrong order, and improper material flows. The more the

work is sub-divided the greater the danger of confusion and the greater the

need for overall supervision and coordination. Gulick recognizes the fact

that both specialization and coordination are necessary for effective

performance as v/ell as the direct quantitative relationship between specialization

and coordination. They vary directly. Gulick also states two primary methods

of achieving coordination; through the organizational hierarchy as mentioned

previously, but also by the dominance of a singleness of purpose in the minds

and wills of employees who should seek to fit his work into the whole.

Mooney considers the principles of organization to be universal, applicable
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to all types of organizations. He defines organization as concerted human effort.

In his description of structural organization specialization is implied and

coordination is emphasized. "Coordination, as we have noted, is the determining

principle of organization, the form which contains all other principles, the
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beginning and end of all organizational effort. " Coordination activity is

traced through the hierarchial structure and divided into vertical and

horizontal components, line and staff, but its relationship to specialization

is not pursued by the author.

Another of the early writers on specialization and coordination was L.

Urwick. He states:

"These principles can be studied as a technical

question, irrespective of the purpose of the enterprise,

the personnel composing it, or any constitutional,

political or social theory underlying its creation. They
are concerned with the method of subdividing and allocating

to individuals all the various activities, duties and respons-
ibilites essential to the purpose contemplated, the cori'elation

of these activities and the continuous control of the work of

individuals so as to secure the most economical and the most
effective realization of the purpose. "25

He addressed the problem of the horizontal or staff activity in the

organization as suggested by Mooney and to the problem of whether the use

of staff personnel facilitates or hinders coordination. Critics of this type of

organization maintained that staff specialization hindered the coordinating

activity of the line executive. They suggested that staff officials, to act

effectively, needed authority that would interfere with the line official's span

of control and the scalar hierarchy through which coordination was attained.

Urwick contended that this was not true and pointed to the various military

units which effectively use staff or horizontal organizational elements. He

suggested further that the use of staff actually assists the line official in

coordinating. Detailed coordinating activity can be delegated to a staff

official relieving the line official of time-consuming minor activities. Also,

control activities, which are partly of a coordinating nature, can also be

delegated to a staff official. He also indicates two consequences of the lack

of coordination: one is the proliferation of committees which he suggests is
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much more costly than the use of a staff official for coordinating. The second

is the "petrification of leadership" on the part of management which results

from an overload of administrative work.

The views expressed above are typical of those in the classical school

who were concerned mainly with how to sub-divide the organizational tasks

and the best way to bring about the coordination of these sub-units. This

technical approach to specialization and coordination gave at most only a

passing nod to the influence this differentiation process had on the behavior

of organizational members. Lawrence and Lorsch pointed to this fact

indicating that writers of this school failed to see that the act of segmenting

the organization into departments would influence the behavior of the

organizational member in several ways:

"The members of each unit would become specialist
in dealing with their particular tasks. Both because of

their prior education and exiDerience and because of the
nature of their task they would develop specialists'

working styles and mental processes. "

These differences in ways of thinlcing, attitudes and behavior, as well as the

more traditional segmentation of task and knowledge, are referred to as

differentiation.

Social scientists have been concerned about the effect of task

segmentation on organizational members' behavior. Lorsch, in "Product

Innovation and Organization, " traces the findings of several empirical studies

which have shown that within the organization the development of the sub-
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system is based on its primary task. The development of sub- systems

may cause different organizational structure from one sub- system to another

because of the different nature of their tasks. In turn these different structures

influence the norms and behavior of the members of each unit.
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Lorsch also points out that the more different these sub- systems are

the more difficult it is for them to collaborate. Also, the more the need for

interdependence among sub-tasks and sub-systems, the more coordinating

activity is needed. This activity then is referred to as integration, the

facilitating of cooperation and coordination of different sub-units and sub- systems.

It is with this conception of the relationship of differentiation and

integration that we proceed to the analysis of the empirical data gathered from

selected hospitals.
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' CHAPTER ni

DIFFERENTIATION, INTEGRATION AND PERFORMANCE

PART A: PERFORMANCE

The interview responses to the question - How do you, as an administrator,

evaluate the performance of a hospital? - indicated that a considerable degree

of confusion and lack of direction is prevalent among the administrators of

the sample hospitals. Their responses to questions about the bases of

evaluation of overall hospital performance were nebulous and indicated little

in the way of a common method or means of performance evaluation.

Recent literature provides little in the way of enlightenment on the

subject. However, Ray Brown, then Vice-President of the University of

Chicago and superintendent of the University of Chicago Clinics, summed up

attempts to evaluate hospital administration performance in 1961:

"Hospital trustees and administrators have had
more than an ordinary right to be confused in recent
years as they have attempted to direct the operation
and development of the nation's hospitals. The basis

for their confusion lies in the diverse, and sometimes
contradictory, nature of evaluations made about

hospitals. These evaluations are at times so divergent
that is is difficult to recognize that the opinions are

concerned with the same institution. Like the fable of

the Blind Men and the Elephant, each critic is judging

the whole entitj^ by the part he touches, or better stated

for this purpose, the part that touches him. The modern
hospital is a many-sided enterprise, and when different

individuals or groups judge it solely by a single side,

their separate evaluations become a many- splintered

29
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guide for hospital trustees and administrators.

It is interesting to note that he views a hospital as having nine facets or

areas of responsibility ranging from economic to religious and including

rather nebulous categories such as public, social, etc. . However, he has

recognized the primacy of two of these - economic and medical care.

Most of the balance of current literature is, as Mr. Brown indicated

above, directed at particular facets of hospital administration responsibility.

Weil, in an exception to this tendency, offers guidelines for evaluating

performance of hospital administrators. He includes an investigation of the

following functions of the hospital administrator:

1. written goals and objectives for the hospital

2. emphasis and interest in patient care

3. the hospital's image in the community and in

the health and hospital field

4. communications between the governing board,

the medical staff and administration

5. the administrator's relationship with health,

medical and hospital agencies and associations

6. historical perspective - is the administrator

leading the institution to new heights, maintaining

2
the status quo or allowing slow degeneration.

Mr. Weil is offering areas of measurement but without indicating

standards or objectives against which to make the measui-ement or

illustrating instruments with which to make such measurements.

A large portion of recent literature is addressed to improving

efficiency and reducing costs in a particular section or department of the

hospital or toward improving patient care in a specific procedure or
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activity,

Lawrence and Lorsch measured the performance of the organizations

making up the sample in their study on the basis of three readily determined

and rather universally accepted criteria. They measure the rate of year to

year change in sales, net profit and return on investment for a five-year

3
period. In addition, they asked the chief executive of each organization for

his judgement of the performance of his organization. As the quotation on

Page 29 illustrated, measuring performance of hospitals is neither easily

accomplished nor likely to be universally accepted. The basic difference in

measuring performance in an industry and hospital organization appears to

be in the difference in their basic objectives.

Given the multiplicity of objectives in industrial and commercial

organizations and given that something other than profit maximization may

motivate industrial managers, nevertheless, the significance and primacy of

profit as an organizational objective cannot be denied. As a result sales, net

profit and return on investment are generally accepted as adequate measures

of performance of these organizations.

What do you measure when you attempt to judge the performance of a

hospital? The administrator is the chief operational executive. How do you

measure the performance of the organization under his direction? The

measuring instrument should reflect the degree of attainment of the objectives

of his organization.
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Hospital Objectives

4
Most of the hospital administrators and assistant administrators

interviewed indicated that hospital organizations have two basic objectives,

5
quality patient care and financial soundness (efficiency). Some of the

respondents indicated their perception of the objectives directly during the

interviews while others, although not mentioning objectives specifically,

nevertheless inferred a duality of objectives in the indices they specified as

useful in measuring hospital performance. A total of 28 administrators and

assistant administrators were interviewed. Fourteen of these were interviewed

twice, once during the preliminary visit and again during the second visit to

the hospital.

The dual nature of the objectives of a hospital was expressed by an

assistant administrator in the following terms:

"To provide the best in patient care at a cost the

patient and the community can stand. "

A significant point about these two basic objectives, however, is that

apparently they are perceived by most administrators as dichotomized, that

is, that one goal is achieved at the expense of the other. This does not mean

that administrators are mindless to costs or condone waste in their attempts

to provide quality care. Nor does it suggest that is is impossible to decrease

costs and improve the quality of patient care in some instances. However,

it does imply that increases in personnel and material requested in the name

of improved quality of patient care are frequently granted only at the increase

in cost to the institution for these resources. One administrator expressed

this:
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". . . of course we have the problem of quality. We
can't consider dollars and numbers of personnel alone
because if we should we could cut the quality right down
to an unacceptable level.

""^

Another stated:

"We're interested in assuring the highest quality,

according to the standards that we know, at every step
along the way as far as the patient is concerned and to

effective utilization of our resources. "°

Also:

"I look at it two different ways. One on patient care
and on financial stability, making sure that we're offering

a full range of services to all the patients, . . , ^and still

being able to maintain a position in the black.

"

This quality versus cost dichotomy is not unusual or in any way limited

to the hospital field. It would appear that this same polarity is prevalent in

industrial concerns as well but rarely couched in the same terms. A common

phrase in industrial objectives, "a quality product at a competitive price, "

infers the same dichotomy.

The main difference in an analogy of objectives between hospital

organizations and industrial firms lies on the objective or goal emphasis

which provides the guiding direction for the administrators of the organization

to follow and motivates their efforts to achieve attainment. The emphasis

comes from influences external to the executive or administrator. In the

case of an industrial organization the owners and board of directors provide

emphasis on profit and as a result the quality objective becomes some minimum

acceptable level that is competitive. If the product quality falls below this

level and becomes non- competitive customer rejection of the product will

follow and profits will suffer. If the quality exceeds competitive levels it is

unlikely to be recognized sufficiently by customers to offset the increase in

costs which in turn reduces profits. Carrying this analogy to the hospital
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field we find that there is lacking a large unified body of influence aimed at

guiding the hospital toward a common or single direction. Instead there are

several influential forces operating in such a manner that the administrator

has no single goal toward which he can strive. Thus he must balance them

off in such a way as to appease the more influential groups yet still attempt

to provide the basic services for which the institution exists.

Brown has put this problem facing hospital administrators quite

succinctly.

"When, as in the hospital situation, such
special interests can be identified closely with
the interests of organized groups, the evaluation

is sometimes made in terms of programs or
platforms of the organization affected, rather
than in terms of the total responsibilities of the

agency being evaluated. In such instances the

agency may not be measured by how well it

serves one, or all, of its intended purposes;
rather, the evaluation may be made to suit the

purposes of the measuring organization.

"No enterprise or agency is so closely touched
with the interests of so many varied and well
organized national organizations as is the hospital.

The interests of these organizations are not always
identical and the interest of some seem to be in part
in opposition to those of others.

"When confronted by diverse evaluation which
emphasize separate and different purposes, the agency
being evaluated must choose which direction it will

follow. Faced with the reality of restricted resources,
it must choose how to allocate the resources available.
It cannot go off in all directions at once unless it wishes
to dissipate its resources and limit its effectiveness in

all areas of its service. This means it must choose the
evaluation to which it will respond and the degree to which
it will respond to each. "^
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As was mentioned in the Introduction one assistant administrator

perceived the quality of patient care as the major objective of the hospital.

He attempted to rationalize or discount, at least to some degree, the place

for financial efficiency in the goals of a hospital organization.

"The objective of this institution, the overall
objective, and it's difficult to measure but I thinl<; it

can be measured once it's refined, is to meet health
care needs. . .We don't have any cost objectives, I think

this is unfortunate but that doesn't seem to be a primary
concern. "H

Perhaps this singleness in approach to the hospital's objectives can be

attributed to a defensive attitude about poor productivity in the administrator's

hospital. It is also possible, as mentioned previously in the quotation from

Brown, that the influence of the medical organization is such that it promotes

attainment in the quality of care area and minimizes the economic facet of

the objective considered significant by most hospital executives.

It is also interesting to note the possibility of singleness in objectives

in the opposite direction - efficient utilization of resources. The administrator

of one hospital indicated during an interview that over-staffing could bring

12
about a decrease in quality of patient care. He suggested that a certain

number of staff was necessary for the quality care of patients but that

increases in staff personnel above this level would not only fail to improve

patient care but could actually decrease it. The same conditions were said

to hold true for supplies. He contended that excess staff or amounts of supplies

were an indication of managerial slothfulness and under this type of direction

and control the mere presence of staff and materials would do little to

enliance the actual quality of care extended to the patient.

However, one administrator suggested that costs were not a valid

objective, thereby intimating that administrators should strive only in the
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direction of quality of care. Another suggested that the objectives are not

polarized but that quality care at the lowest cost is a single objective.

Performance Evaluation - A Descriptive Analysis

During the writer's preliminary visit to each hospital one of the questions

asked of each hospital administrator was: Upon what basis do you evaluate the

overall performance of a hospital? Again during the second visit to each

hospital the question was repeated in interviews with the administrators and

also was asked of the assistant administrators interviewed. Their responses

were of an impromptu nature and in most cases highly unstructured. It also

was interesting to note that responses to the question varied from the same

respondent from the first to the second interview. Table 1 itemizes the

responses by each administrator and assistant administrator according to

the most frequently mentioned indices of performance evaluation. Only those

indices that were more commonly mentioned are listed and in some cases

variations in usage are consolidated under one heading.

As noted in the previous section many of the respondents classified

performance indices as applying either to quality of patient care or to

financial soundness and utilization-efficiency.

"I'd say that there are two major areas of overall
hospital performance that are subject to evaluation.
One is the financial area and the second is the quality
of patient care being rendered. "'^

"I would expect that many people would base their
evaluation on finances and certainly this is very
important. However, I have always thought that financial
attainments aren't necessarily proof of a good hospital.

... I think probably clinical evaluation would be more
important. "•''*
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Patient Response

As shown in Table 1, patient response was considered by a large majority

of administrative personnel to be an index of hospital performance. Since the

patient is the product of the hospital organization, administrators, as a group,

seem anxious for any sort of feedback from the patient as to his opinion of the

hospital's service.

Several methods for securing patient feedback were noted from the inter-

views with hospital administrative personnel. A commonly used technique is

the patient questionnaire, given to the patient to fill out just prior to discharge,

to take home and return by mail to the hospital, or mailed to the patient a few

days after discharge.

"We have initiated a questiomiaire type survey which
every patient has an opportunity toJill out so we can get

some feedback from the patient. "

"We have a patient opinion poll . . . Any patient that has
a constructive criticism, we check it out and give the

patient a reply. If they make a suggestion we like to let

them know if we can use it and if we can't we like to let

them know why. If they're Just all good we send them a

routine thanlv you letter. "

"Now quality carries into patient attitude and we have
a very extensive patient opinion program. This year the

main questions I look at are: 'In general how would you
evaluate your hospital care ?' and: 'How woiJd you compare
your stay here with your stay elsewhere. '"

Another method employed by administrators to facilitate patient feedback

is a direct patient interview. Hospital employees interview the patient just

before their discharge to gather information about their opinion of the care

offered by the hospital. The most sophisticated use of this method was made

by one of the hospitals in the sample. The assistant administrator stated:

"We are getting responses from the patient. This
is an extremelj' important aspect of measurement of

hospital care. Since administratively we couldn't do it
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION INDICES
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF PERFORjVIANCE EVALUATION INDICES
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all ourselves we have an extended arm of administration

which we call the Patients Relations Department. This
includes four people who are trained in the needs of the

patient and are trained in interviewing techniques. These
people are meeting every patient in the hospital every day.

They are interviewing patients and families trying to exact

from them the problems they may have. "-'°

Another hospital conducted a similar survey but on a much less sophisticated

basis. A former head housekeeper was assigned the duty of interviewing

patients about the quality of care they were receiving. She v/as also given

authority to go directly to the appropriate department head to present patient

complaints about particular areas of patient care. The administrator was of

the opinion that this method provided rapid feedback to department managers.

Some hospital executives try to evaluate patient response to the care

they are receiving by making rounds and selecting at random patients to

interview about their opinion of the care they are receiving. This is one of

the more casual methods of getting patient feedback but it is apparently deemed

useful by some administrators since they are directly involved and can make a

first hand evaluation from the patient response.

However, a significant aspect of the nature of patient response feedback

was evident throughout the remarks made by the administrators indicating

patient response as a measure of hospital performance. This is the negative

aspect of this feedback. Patient response doesn't necessarily tell you how

good your patient care is but is more useful as an indicator of weak or bad

spots in the care your organization renders to the patients. This can be

inferred from the quotations noted above and is brought out even more

succinctly by one of the other respondents.

"We even have a program by which we send
questionnaires to approximately 50% of our patients
after their discharge to find out where we are falling
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down, Natxirally we have some complaints but it's

less than 1%. " ^^

Besides looking to the negative aspects of questionnaires and surveys

several of the administrators interviewed used complaints from patients as

an indicator of performance. Obviously, they valued these mainly as a

source of information as to the location of specific trouble spots in the

organization. One assistant administrator, however, suggested that the

frequency of complaints was a performance indicator . When the number of

complaints was few this indicated that things were running smoothly. Some

administrators, in responding to how to evaluate hospital performance, singled

out patient complaints.

"Did the patient complain about his service?
I think this is one thing we have to test, "^^

"I tliink one is by, and this is by no means the

most important way, but the one that always strikes me,
is by the number of complaints written or verbal you
have from patient care. "^^

"I would say that it is an element (patient responses)
that should be considered, particularly negative. I'm

really not concerned with the positive flowback. Where
you have specific complaints - this we can individually

follow up. " ^^

"We are very sensitive to complaints and every patient

tliat leaves the hospital is encouraged to give us objective

findings on any facet of the hospital operations. We feel that

patient complaints is a direct measurement of the hospital

quality and if the complaints were rapidly mounting we'd feel

tiie hospital was deteriorating regardless of any otlier

comparative statistics we might have. "^^

In one hospital the discharge desk and cashier's office were intentionally

situated just across the hall from the administrative offices. The administrator

pointed out by keeping his door open he could then be aware of problems that

patients presented at time of discharge. He stated that patients usually were

inclined to exjaress their gripes about the service and care when they were
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being discharged and being presented with their bill.

The value of patient response in measuring hospital performance was

questioned by some of the respondents because they felt the patient wasn't

qualified to judge or evaluate the care he received. Ironically, one of those

presenting this limitation to the validity of patient respaise was on the admin-

istrative staff in the hospital where the administrator had quite positive

24
feelings about its validity.

"The trouble here is the patient doesn't know what
quality of care is. It is patient opinion. Some of them
know right down to a T what to expect but others don't

have the slightest idea. "25

Others expressed similar doubts as to the validity of patient response in

measuring hospital performance.

"We have the patients fill out opinion surveys. We
did this about six months ago. As to whether or not we
had a valid survey, I'm not sure. . .The responses were
too favorable. So, I'm not sure it was valid. . . It pointed
out too pretty a picture. We got about 95% favorable on
almost every department. . . It showed a picture that I

took to an extent with a grain of salt. I didn't feel that

we were that good. " ^^

"We used to have questionnaires and I'll probably
do it again in the future. They have some merit. . . Ip_,

really couldn't feel that it justified all the expense. "

In summary, some of the hospital executives felt that the rate of

complaints received was an excellent indicator of the quality of care

performance of the hospital organization. Others questioned its validity

on the premise that the patient wasn't technically competent to judge quality

of care and actually was commenting about the comfort of his stay. The

complaints received from patients, though not perceived to be valid in every

case, were considered valued sources of information as to the location of

weak or trouble areas in the organization.
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Community Attitude

Six of the respondents considered community attitude toward the

hospital to be an indicator of hospital performance. The response of people

in the community, not necessarily those just released from the hospital, but

the stable members of the community was felt to be a useful source of

information about the effectiveness of the hospital organization. This was

stated several ways by hospital executives.

"Your reputation in the community certainly is an
important part of it. People attract a certain opinion of „j,

a hospital which generally is correct, although not always. "

". . . general attitude of the public toward the hospital.

If you look at the number of people who make donations.

The people who are members of our Association who own
the hospital. Certainly this is an indication that they are
satisfied with the hospital. "^^

"Just general comments of the people, especially here
in town, who have been here and have been to two or three
other hospitals in town, as they compare it.

"^

"I think that by getting around in the community, to

business clubs, to all types of civic clubs and to churches,
these are the places where you get to know people and they
can tell you how the hospital is running from a patient care
standpoint. "^'

One administrator pointed out the problems of validity of this type of

performance index. "The general public may not know whether you are
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taking real good clinical care of the patient. " The general attitude of the

public is based on a comparative analysis by many individuals and tends to

measure, not how well the hospital performs but as one of the administrators

mentioned above, whether they were satisfied with it. This could conceivably

reflect more cost and comfort values than quality of clinical patient care.

Medical Staff

Nine of the administrators and assistant administrators interviewed
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mentioned the opinions of doctors as being useful in evaluation hospital

performance. At first sight one would think that the doctors are the group

most qualified technically to judge or evaluate the quality of care the patient

receives in the hospital. It was pointed out however, that while the doctors

judge how effectively his orders for the patient are carried out, the

availability of personnel and equipment, etc. , he actually does not become

involved in the whole process. He usually sees each of his patients only

briefly each day. One administrator suggested that the doctor really judges

administrative staff personalities when asked to give his opinion regarding

hospital effectiveness. Another stated:

"So, as far as the doctors are concerned it's a

matter of just their own personal feelings. They're
in a good position to evaluate certain aspects (of

hospital performance).

"

Another executive stated that it's not unusual for doctors to evaluate certain

aspects of hospital patient care activity quite differently. He pointed to an

example when one doctor complimented him on the fine care the Nursing

Service Department was giving. A few minutes later in a different

conversation another doctor indicated that the Nursing Service Department

was mediocre at best.

Some of the hospital executives though, appear to rely on feedback from

members of their medical staff and affiliates as the following statements

indicate.

"Of course I think you get a real good indication
of all this (quality of care) from the medical staff opinion. "

"Another thing we put considerable credence on
here is: Was the doctor happy with the services
rendered to his patientp""^^
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"We occasionally will do a suggestion type survey
from doctors. "36

It would appear that the doctors affiliated with the hospital offer the

administrator a source of evaluation of the quality of care effectiveness of the

hospital organization. The fact that the doctors are quasi-members of the

hospital organization may work to strengthen the validity of their evaluation

by providing a degree of objectivity not so easily attainable by those more

closely tied to the organization structure. However, their professional ties

must be recognized as a possible impediment to their objectivity.

Employee Morale and Attitude

Eight of those hospital executives interviewed indicated that one of the

bases upon which they judged or evaluated the overall performance of their

organization was the morale of their employees. Stated simply, as one

assistant administrator put it, happy employees are more likely to give good

patient care than unhappy ones. ( A positive correlation between morale and

productivity has not been established). A siniilar thought was expressed by

another assistant administrator.

"I thinlv you can judge by the way that personnel
react to the way the hospital is being administered.
I feel lils;e that a happy employee is usually indicative

of a person that is satisfied with the way things are
running. "3'

Another stated:

"We feel that our staff is our key to the success
of our operations. We watch very carefully for
unsettlement of personnel. When personnel are
discharged, (or quit) we are discharge interviewing
to establish the reasons for their leaving. We're
maintaining statistics on this. . . We feel that we do
have good departmental communications. We feel

that they give us the key to how effectively we are
dealing with the patients. "'^^
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Another administrator engaged a private firm to do attitude surveys of

employees in an attempt to measure employee morale. With many of the

employees coming in direct contact with the patient it would appear reasonable

to place considerable emphasis on the way the employee felt about his job, the

organization as a whole and his role in the organization's product - patient

care.

Joint Commission on Accreditation Data

The Joint Commission on Accreditation attempts to set minimum

standards of patient care in hospitals seeking its approval in the form of

accreditation. The rating of the Joint Commission is made in one of three

gradations; not accredited, accredited for one year, and accredited. The

one year accreditation is issued only once and only on the first attempt of the

hospital to meet accreditation standards. The full accreditation granted to

hospitals is valid for three years and application for accreditation must be

made again at the end of the three year period by the hospital.

Most administrators felt that this accreditation was of limited value in

evaluating hospital performance. Receiving accreditation indicates only that

some minimum standards of patient care are being met but does not indicate

degrees of patient care achievement above this level. While the administrators

showed little enthusiasm for accreditation as a whole as an indicator of performance,

some felt that some of the indices and ratios used in the accreditation standards

were valuable in themselves as indicators of performance.

"I think the clinical evaluation would be more
important, (than financial evaluation), with the

approval of the Joint Commission, of course, but

also all the various indices and coefficients that they
have. "-^^
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"You also have the Joint Commission, . . You can
sort of measure your quality ratios with their quality
ratios. "'*^

The application form for Joint Commission Accreditation is several pages

long and requires detailed data on the qualifications of the medical staff, the

numbers and types of the various procedures undertaken during the last

period and several ratios which are compared to Joint Commission standards.

Certain of these ratios will be discussed later in this chapter.

Quality Control Programs

Four of the administrators considered the existence of quality control

programs in hospital procedures as an indicator of its performance. The

most common quality control program in the hospitals in the sample was the

Health Activities Management Program, (HAMP). The purpose of this program

is to provide management services to members of the Florida Hospital
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Association. A full time staff of several industrial engineers and manage-

ment consultants provide services in the area of quality control, staff utilization,

training programs and special studies for a monthly fee to member hospitals

of the Florida Hospital Association. The quality control programs developed

to date apply to the nursing service, dietary, housekeeping and business

office departments of the hospital organization. Twelve of the fourteen

hospitals in the sample have some type of HAMP program. One hospital had

just discontinued the program on the basis that it didn't justify the cost.

Another, just enrolled in the program, was evidently having some misgivings

as to its merits.

The extent of the value of this type of consultant service would appear

to be in the diligence with which these programs were applied to the various

departments by management after they had been set up by the consultants.
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Merely subscribing to the program and training supervisors in administering

them would not alone promote quality of care. Management emphasis
,

direction and control also are necessary for making such programs effective.

One of the hospitals had established a Systems Engineer position, in the

administrative department, whose chief responsibility was to develop programs

for improving both organization efficiency and the quality of patient care.

While this hospital subscribed to the HAMP services the administrator felt

that the Systems Engineer could supplement this program.

"I think we are one of the pioneers in the country in

introducing quality control programs in our hospital. We
have the most sophisticated drug quality control program
in the country, I'm sure. In the lab we have a sophisticated .„

quality control program, . . . and in other departments too. "

Quality of Staff

Hospital executives were asked during the interview discussions of

hospital performance if they felt that the degree of qualification of professional

staffs was a valid indicator of hospital performance. This question was asked

to determine the opinion of hospital administrative personnel as to the

relationship between technical qualification of staff and the quality of patient

care rendered by the staff. During the writer's second visit to each hospital

data were solicited concerning the numbers of Registered Nurses, Licensed

Practical Nurses and Aides used in Nursing Service; the numbers of ASCP

registered and non- registered laboratory technicians employed in the medical

laboratories; the numbers of ART registered and non-registered x-ray

technicians in the x-ray laboratory; the numbers of registered and non-

registered therapists; and, the numbers of registered and non- registered
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pharmacists employed in the hospital pharmacy. The purpose of collecting

these data was to attempt to measure the qualifications of the hospital's
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professional staff in terms of a ratio of certified to non-certified professional

employees. A tabulation of these data is presented later in this section.

Of the eighteen executives that responded to the question on the value

of qualification of staff in performance evaluation, sixteen indicated that it

had some validity. However, the administrators were not in complete

agreement as to the extent of its usefulness or the conditions under which it

would be valid. Their acceptance of qualification of staff as a performance

index varied from general acceptance to guarded approval.

"I would think so. It indicates those people have
met the minimum standards within their field of interest. "

"We feel that by hiring Registered Nurses that are
certified and Licensed Practical Nurses that have passed
'Boards' that the percentage of those to total people
working gives us some clue that we are at least dealing
and working with highly qualified people. "^^

Some of the respondents had reservations as to using the technical

qualification of an employee as a measure of the quality and effectiveness of

his work in any specific instance. It is obvious that motivational factors and

the capacity of the individual's mental and motor faculties are important in

his work performance. The fact, then, that he has met technical qualifications

does not in any particular case insure that his performance will be at a certain

level. In fact, employees without technical qualifications but with adequate

mental capacities and in an excellent motivational climate could in any given

instance, with proper training and leadership, perform at a better level than

a more highly qualified worker.

Another area in which the validity of qualification of staff as a performance

indicator might be questioned is illustrated by this statement by an assistant

administrator.
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"Yes, if you can honestly say, and I contend that

there aren't many hospitals that can say this, that the

more professional of your staff are involved with primarj',

or what they academically call, dii'ect patient care. .

.

If you have nurses that are trained in patient care doing
paper work, then I would say that such a hypotheses can't

hold water. "^6

So, when technical qualifications are not actually used in the work performed

they would have little effect on the quality of the person's work.

Two of the respondents felt that qualification of the hospital's professional

staff was not a valid indicator of performance. One of the reasons, already

mentioned, was that motivational factors, in the respondent's view, were of

considerably more significance to worker performance. Another objected to

the seemingly continual raising of technical standards for hospital professional

employees. He contended that additional requirements for certification such

as college degrees and formal courses added more to the cost of care than it

did to the quality of care making it difficult to justify in terms of patient needs.

The consensus, however, was that in general terms the degree of

qualification of the professional staff was useful as a performance indicator.

The professionalizing of hospital functions has had as a main purpose to

raise the standards of member performance. This has been recognized by

schools and colleges which continually attempt to improve the quality of

training they offer; the community in justifying higher salary payments for

the more qualified people; and by accreditation agencies v/hich require certain

levels of qualification to demonstrate technical proficiency. Where the person

is working in his area of technical training, under normal motivational

situations, the more qualified the members of a technical hospital function
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the higher the quality of care they will render to the patient because of

increased self-motivation resulting from increased professionalization.

Length of Patient Stay

Seven of the hospital executives disclosed during their interviews that

they used length of stay data to evaluate hospital performance. Hospital

Administrative Services reports provide average length of stay in days data

for each of its member hospitals. The Blue Cross Corporation tabulates

length of stay data resulting from the hospitalization of its insured members.

These data are reported in four specific categories; obstetrics, removing

tonsils and adenoids, general surgery and general medical. During the

writer's second visit to each hospital the administrator was requested to give

his permission for the writer to obtain these data pertaining to his hospital.

These data are analyzed in detail later in this section.

The respondents pointed to the danger in using overall average length

of stay as a performance indicator because of the variable types of illnesses

and services involved in an overall average. The more specific Blue Cross

length of stay data appear to be useful to some of the administrators as they

compare their rates with those of comparable hospitals.

Financial Position

Fourteen of the hospital executives indicated that fiaancial position was.

an indicator of the hospital's performace. Most of them, however, were quite

vague as to the nature of the indices used in making an evaluation of financial

standing. It was inferred that the basic factor used in this evaluation was the

relationship of costs and revenues. It was discussed frequently in terms of

being in the "red" or "black, " Only one of the administrators indicated a

specific objective in the financial area. He stated that his hospital worked
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toward a 2 to 2-1/2% profit. The others obviously wanted to end each

accounting period in the "black" but none stated any specific objectives.

"Our books look good. We're in the black, not the^

red. This indicates progress in the right direction. "

"The financial evaluation is a monthly occurrence.

We review monthly with the Board the total financial

position and what has occurred in terms of generating

costs and also generating revenues. This is a detailed

evaluation. "^°

The comparison of actual expenses and revenues with expense budgets

and revenue estimates undoubtedly is an important feature of this indicator.

If the budgets and revenue estimates are representative of the administrative

objectives for the cost - revenue relationship, then how well performance

measures up to these goals is certainly an indicator of the performance of

the organization.

Hospital Administrative Services Data

The Hospital Administrative Services (HAS) is a division of the American

Hospital Association whose function is to compile statistical data on hospital

operations from member hospitals throughout the nation.An integral part of

this service is the monthly publication of comparative analysis of these data

on a national and state basis classified by hospital size as measured in number
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of beds. The costs and revenues of the various departments in the hospital

are reported in terms of percentage of the total for the hospital. Expenses

also are reported in terms of departmental costs in dollars per bed or other

measuring unit as well as in terms of man hours to output units. In this

monthly report the hospital administrator can compare the dollar expenses,

productivity and departmental income and expense percentages with the

median of his hospital's size group and with the high, low and median of the

size group for the previous three months. The hospital's comparative rank
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by quartile also is shown.

Twenty-two of the executives inter\^iewd indicated HAS data are useful

to them in evaluating hospital performance. Some administrators referred

to the HAS reports in general while others mentioned specific indicators in the

HAS reports. Some of these specific indices most frequently mentioned are

nursing care hours, percentage of occupancy, procedures per man hours,

employee ratios to number of patients, and cost and revenue data.

Some of the administrators indicated these reports are used as

indicators of specific departmental performance.

"We're in the HAS program. I do sit down and my
controller sits down with some of the other department
heads to evaluate how we stand as one, two, three or
four (quartile rankings). I know that on some places we
are much higher than the general hospital but I thinlv I

can justify it with the type of service we give. "^^

"We try to tie to a departmental work unit, for example,
time per job procedure. We apply man hour data to it to see
how we're doing both in numbers of people and that sort of

thing. "51

"We certainly use HAS statistics a lot. Most of my
departments are ones you can pretty well check out as
far as HAS is concerned. These areas we are constantlyCO
concerned with. "'^-^

Others indicated a more general use of the HAS reports.

"We use the HAS statistics. We participate in this.

Costs are an important factor. "^^

"There is the standard way (of evaluating performance).
HAS (reports) which point out how your hospital is doing

compared to others of like size in the Southeast, the nation

and the state itself. "^^

Some of the administrators pointed out that some of the HAS indices

were not necessarily comparable. An example given was that the age of the

physical plant varied from^ hospital to hospital which would require different

amounts of maintenance expense per bed. Other factors mentioned were
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dii'ferences in physical layout of hospitals, different wage rates in different

locations in the state, and the possibility that hospitals were not reporting

uniformly the figures for some of the indicators.

It would seem, however, that most of the executives accepted the

validity of these data as reported in the HAS reports with an occasional

exception when they felt justified in not using the comparison because of some

special aspect of their particular operations.

Performance Evaluation for the Hospital Sample

It has been shovvTi that there are no simple or easily determined

indicators of hospital performance. Hospital executives use various methods

and indices for evaluating the performance of their hospital depending upon

the emphasis and influence on objectives that are prevalent in his particular

hospital situation. The choice and weighting of performance indices vary

from hospital to hospital and frequently between executives of the sam.e

hospital.

However, it is necessary to attempt to establish a means of hospital

performance evaluation if the hypotheses of this project are to be tested.

The question then arises as to the nature of the criteria by which the

various indicators, mentioned in the previous section, can be judged for

determining suitability for the purpose of evaluating overall hospital

performance. It would appear that one such criterion should be the

objectivity of the indicator. The information used in the indicator should

reflect actual conditions and be as free as possible from personal bias.

Another criterion is that the performance indicator should be measurable in
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terms of a specific or common attribute. Also, the indicator should be

feasible in terms of the practical availability of the data. In addition, the

data should be comparable. It should reflect in common terms information

about the indicator.

The various indicators specified by hospital executives as being useful

in evaluating performance vary considerably in respect to these criteria.

Patient Response

Patient response, which is used by so many hospital executives as a

means of securing feedback from the patients, is not suitable for evaluating

performance on several counts. First of all, it is used by a majority of

administrators mainly in its negative aspects to gain information about weak

or trouble spots in the organization's service pattern and not to measure

performance in total. Secondly, many administi-ators have serious doubts as

to the validity of patient response because of their lack of technical qualifications

to judge the quality of care they receive. This type of information is highly

susceptible to subjectivity. In addition, there are obstacles to measuring

patient opinion so as to be comparable from institution to institution. Sample

uniformity and questiomiaire wording are two sigTiificant variables that could

present problems in this area. Some administrators have suggested that the

relationship of the time that the questionnaire is given to the patients to the

time of his discharge could have a serious effect on the nature of his response

to specific questionnaire questions. Despite the fact that patient response is

useful to administrators it is not suitable for measuring overall hospital

performance because of the lack of technical qualifications of the patients,

absence of objectivity in their responses, and difficulties in comparing results.
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Community Attitude

Community attitude about the hospital's performance is not suitable as

an indicator for many of the same reasons as patient response. Subjectivity,

on the part of the commimity member, due to the lack of technical knowledge

and, in some cases the lack of any concrete evidence about the hospital, make

it difficult to defend as an indicator of hospital performance. In addition, there

are numerous problems connected with the measurability and comparability

aspects of community attitude which make it inappropriate for use in this

manner.

Employee attitude and morale

While employee attitude and morale are undoubtedly pertinent factors

in the hospital's performance they are also unsuitable as a performance indicator.

The degree of subjectivity and measurement difficulties are factors which make

this attribute inappropriate. Morale and attitude are diffucult to define and thus

more difficult to measure. Administrators are justifiably concerned about

employee attitude but under present conditions any useful comparable measure

would seem impractical for performance evaluation purposes.

Quality Control Programs

As was suggested in a previous section, the existence of a quality control

program does not insure any particular level of quality in the organization's

product. One might say that it is the quality of the quality control program

that manifests itself in product quality. Tv/elve of the hospitals in the sample

subscribed to the HAMP services. However-, the tj^e of specific HAMP

program in use varied from hospital to hospital and emphasis, direction and

control of these programs also varied considerably as was evidenced by the

administrators' remarks concerning the effectiveness of the various HAMP
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programs. It would seem logical that the existence of quality control programs

could affect performance but the degree of effectiveness is not readily

determined in hospital organizations because of the nebulous nature of its

product - patient care. Thus the problems associated with measuring the

actual contribution of a quality control program to the quality of the

organization's performance prohibits its use as a performance indicator.

Financial Position

By the criteria established previously on pages 54 and 55 one would

expect that financial position would be an excellent indicator of hospital

performance. The data presented in financial reports are acceptably objective

and they are readily measurable and expressed in terms easily compared

with other time periods and other institutions. In addition, many

administrators indicated this aspect of hospital activity was an important

consideration in their evaluation of performance. The normal industrial indices

of financial position reflecting emphasis on profitability are not suitable for

hospital measurements. An index was sought that would show the cost - revenue

relationship for hospitals which administrators indicated reflects organizational

objectives. In the HAS monthly report both adjusted revenue and ex^Denses

less depreciation are reported. The relationship between expenses and

revenues can be expressed in terms of expenses as a percentage of revenue.

This would indicate how well the administration was doing at staying out of the

red and to what extent they were keeping in the black which was frequently

mentioned as a major concern of hospital administrators. Table 2 illustrates

this relationship for the twelve hospitals in the sample for which these data

were available.
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TABLE 2

AVERAGE MONTHLY REVENUE AND EXPENSES - 1968

Hospital
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When this ranking was tested for reliability however, it was discovered

that it could not be correlated to the other indicators with any acceptable degree

of significance. Two possible reasons for this lack of correlation significance

come to mind. One is the lack of specific financial goals in terms of

organizational profitability. While one administrator indicated an objective

of 2 to 2-1/2% profit others inferred a sort of break-even philosophy. So, as

long as the hospital was in the black emphasis on the cost-revenue relationship

would not be as significant as when operations were in the red. Also, some

hospitals have other sources of revenues with which to supplement patient

revenue such as donations and grants which would permit an unfavorable

expense-revenue relationship. The other reason is the nature of the source

of hospital revenues. Hospital care is not usually something that can be fore-

gone or postponed. While increased patient charges are not desired by

administrators, they are not pressured in an industrial competitive sense to

maintain operational efficiency, and prices can be advanced to make the

expense-revenue relationship satisfactory in many instances.

Thus, on these grounds, financial position is not used as a performance

indicator in this project.

Length of Stay Data

Length of stay was mentioned by several administrators as a performance

indicator. Length of stay data, as reported by the Blue Cross Corporation, is

based on the experience of its insured members. The number of patients

involved is large enough to be representative of the service the hospital

renders. Length of stay data are of an objective nature, readily measurable,

and reported in terms of a common attribute, number of days per procedure.

Table 3 shows these data for each of the sample hospitals by four categories
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TABLE 3

AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY pAYS) - 1968

Hospital O. B. Rank* T&A Rank* Surg. Rank* Med. Rank* OveraH
Rank**

16
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for hospital patients insured by the Blue Cross Corporation. Since these data

are available for all fourteen hospitals in the sample and represent the most

objective data available for all the sample hospitals it is used as a performance

indicator in this project and the other acceptable indicators are tested for rank

significance with it using Spearman's rank-order correlation.

Hospital Administrative Services Data

The HAS services were subscribed to by all of the hospitals in the sample.

Administrators indicated they used these data in various manners. Some used

the overall indices, others used specific indices. Some used the dollar indices

while others made use of the man hour productivity indices. Despite some

criticism about the uniformity in reporting the raw data to the HAS most of

the administrators appeared to have confidence in these data. These data meet

all the criteria established on pages 54 and 55. in selecting indices from

the many reported on the HAS monthly report those reported in dollars were

omitted because wage rates varied between sample hospital locations making

comparison difficult. Indices reported in man hours per unit of output or in

output unit per man hour were chosen. In addition, indices representing the

productivity of the larger departments within the hospital were chosen. Table

4 shows the seven departmental measurements used in tabulating this index.

Joint Commission on Accreditation Data

All of the hospital administrators are concerned about Joint Commission

on Accreditation data since it is very important to the hospital to achieve

accreditation. However, the value of the accreditation in itself as an indicator

of performance was questioned since the accreditation merely indicates the

reaching of a standard level in the various quality of care indices. Some

administrators suggested that certain of the ratios and indices used in the
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Joint Commission accreditation are useful as measures of quality of care.

These indices are based on objective data, readily measured and generally

comparable from institution to institution. Since specific measurements are

tabulated in these ratios and indices they are useful to indicate degrees of

quality of care attainment.

Seven separate indices were chosen from those used by the Joint Commission

on Accreditation which are representative of the quality of care attributes of the

hospital's service. Data for these indices were taken directly from the sample

hospital's Joint Commission on Accreditation application form and are shown

in Table 5.

Quality of Staff

The consensus of opinions of the hospital executives interviewed was that

in general usage the technical qualifications of the hospital staff are an indicator

of performance. The information concerning the technical qualifications of the

hospital professional staff is objective and is readily available. The data are

expressed in common terms in respect to registration or certification of the

employee. Accepting possible variations in the motivational climate within

departments and between hospitals these indices should reflect quality of patient

care rendered by professional departments.

During the writer's second visit to each hospital data were solicited on the

qualifications of professional employees. The data were gathered in two

categories; the ratio of registered nurses to licensed practical nurses and aides,

and the numbers of registered versus non- registered technicians in the medical

laboratory, x-ray laboratory, pharmacy and therapy departments. Table 6

shows the RN to LPN and Aide ratios for the hospitals in the sample. Table 7

illustrates the ratio of registered personnel to non-registered personnel in the
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tabm: 5
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TABLE 6

NURSE TO AUXILI ARY RATIO
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TABLE 7

QUALIFICATION OF TECHNICAL STAFF
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technical department of the hospitals in the sample.

Medical Staff

While several of the hospital administrators indicated the value of

physician opinion regarding the quality of care rendered by their hospital there

was something less than complete agreement as to the validity of this opinion

as a measure of hospital performance. Some administrators felt that such opinion

was likely to be too subjective and the doctor might find it difficult to exclude his

feelings for the administrative staff from his judgement of hospital performance.

•It shoiild be recognized, however, that the doctors possess the highest

of technical qualifications in respect to the quality of care that patients receive.

They cause the patient to be admitted and discharged from the hospital. They

prescribe certain elements of care the patient receives in the hospital. They

make the judgements on the results of clincial tests as to the patients progress

or condition. It would seem that any index of overall performance should

include among those indices measuring quality of patient care some response

from the doctors whose patients are the object of the hospital's services.

A questionnaire form was used to solicit information concerning aspects

of hospital organizational characteristics. Appended to the questionnaire form

given to selected physicians at each hospital was a question asking them to

55
rank the overall performance of the sample hospital. They were asked to

rate the hospital's performance as excellent, good, fair or poor. The results

of the response to this question are shown in Table 8.

In using this index the technical qualification of the physicians is

considered to be of ample significance to over- ride the disadvantages of the

possibility of subjectivity and the existence of measurement problems.
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TABI^ 8

PHYSICIANS' OPINION OF QUALITY CARE

Hospital
Physicians' Rating ^^^ ,

^ Maximum = 4.

16 4.00 2-1/2 (H)

15 4.00 2-1/2 (H)

13 2.33 12 (L)

12 3.00 9-1/2 (L)

11 3.00 9-1/2 (L)

10 4.00 2-1/2 (H)

9 NR - -

8 3.67 5-1/2 (M)

7 3.50 7 (M)

5 3.00 9-1/2 (L)

4 4.00 2-1/2 (H)

3 3.67 5-1/2 (M)

2 3.00 9-1/2 (L)

1 NR - -

* Adjusted for ties
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Summary and Ranking

In summary, it was noted that no simple readily determined performance

indicator is available for measuring or ranking the performance of hospital

organizations. In the absence of such indicators a descriptive approach was

used to determine how hospital executives evaluate hospital performance.

Twenty-eight hospital executives were interviewed from the fourteen hospitals

making up the sample. Analysis of their opinions showed that they perceive

hospital objectives as having both quality of care and cost-efficiency attributes.

The performance indicators used by these administrators in most cases reflect

degree of attainment of one or the other of these objectives. Further, the

analysis revealed that there was considerable variation in what indicators

were used and the emphasis placed on each, not only among hospitals, but

also from administrator to administrator within the same hospital.

A set of criteria was established by which to judge the suitability of

these various indices for evaluating hospital performace. As a result of the

application of these criteria, six performance indices were selected for

hospital performance evaluation. Length of stay data was used as a base index.

A composite HAS index was selected to complement the length of stay data in

measuring the cost-efficiency performance of the sample hospitals. Selected

indices were chosen from Joint Commission on Accreditation applications as

a measure of quality of care. In addition two indices reflecting the degree of

professional staff qualifications were used. Finally, the opinions of physicians

were also included as an indicator of quality of care performance.

Table 9 shows the composite index which combines each of these six

indicators in equal weighting to rank the performance of the fourteen hospitals

in the sample.
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TABLE 9

HOSPITAL PERFORMANCE RANKING

1—

«
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Having divided the hospital sample into three ranked groups based on

their performance it is now possible to proceed to organizational differentiation

and effectiveness. •



PART B: DIFFERENTIATION

It is possible to divide a hospital organization into groups of members

or sub-systems based on their function in relation to the organization's

product. The number of such sub- systems depends upon how finely the task

activities are divided. In investigating hospital organizational characteristics

in this project five major groups or sub- systems are recognized.

One major sub- system consists of the physicians affiliated with the

hospital. Doctors hold a rather unique position in the hospital organization.

They can be considered as quasi-members of the organization. While they

are not paid by the hospital in the majority of cases, they, nevertheless,

are closely tied to other organizational members in turning out the hospital's

product. Since they are not paid by the hospital the control that the organization

exercises over them is quite limited, mainly resting in the privilege of

affiliation which allows the physician to use hospital facilities for treating

his patients. The physician's fimction is quite distinct. One administrator

likened his function to that of salesman in an industrial firm. It is the doctor

who causes the patient to be admitted to the hospital. In fact it is impossible to

enter a hospital without a doctor initiating the process. The doctor prescribes

some of the patient's treatment in the hospital, checks on the progress of the

patient, and determines when the patient can be discharged. With few exceptions

he is subject only to his peers for evaluation of his professional activities.

Some hospitals have paid physicians on their staff who function as laboratory

chiefs. They function as technical consultants in such fields as radiology and

72
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pathology and are not directly related to the main group of physicians who have

affiliation status with the hospital organization. In addition, the physician's

position is unique in that he spends only part of his working hours at the hospi-

tal and admits only some of his patients to the hospital facilities. In this sense

they can be considered as part-time organization members. Also, they can be

affiliated with more than one hospital. However, the significance of their

activity and the unique nature of their contribution to the organization's product

suggest that their function should be considered as a separate group or sub-

system.

Another sub- system in the hospital organization is the group of pro-

fessional employees who are directly involved in caring for the patient and

meeting his health needs. This group is largest in terms of number of employees

in the hospital organization. It includes the nursing service department, x-ray

department, medical laboratory, various therapy departments, pharmacy and

other smaller technical departments involved in direct patient care. The basic

activities of these employees contribute directly to the organization's product.

Their tasks vary according to their technical specialty but each is involved in

the health care process which is culminated when the patient is discharged.

Another group of employees in the hospital organization consists of those

workers in supportive type activities. While this group of people is not directly

involved with meeting the health care needs of the patient they perform the

necessary ancillary tasks needed for patient comfort and safety. This group

of activities includes those of the housekeeping department, dietary department,

laundry department and the maintenance department. This major sub-system

within the hospital organization is the second largest in terms of number of

employee members. Their function, though important to the organization's
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product, is not directly related to it. This major group or sub-system is

referred to in this project as the non-professional group.

In addition, there is a group of employees whose function is less directly

involved in patient care than the non-professional employees. This group of

employees is involved with the ancillary activities often times referred to as

office work. This group is referred to as the fiscal group in this report.

Their activites can be further divided into two groups, service to patients and

service to management. The patient billing and admitting departments are the

two main segments of this group whose activities are related to the patient.

Most of the other departments within this major sub- system are involved with

providing services or information to administration. These departments

include purchasing, personnel, accounting and data processing. In the hospitals

making up the sample there is considerable variation as to the type of activities

of members in this fiscal group. Certain of the activities performed by these

employees are considered as fiscal in nature commonly but some of the other

activities are, in some cases, included in the professional or non-professional

groups according to the specific needs of the administrator. It is apparent,

however, that in all hospitals there are activites of the fiscal type which are

not readily classified into the other major sub-systems. Several employees

stated during interviews that they considered this group to be part of adminis-

tration. This sub- system is the smallest in size of the four major sub- systems

described.

Administration is the other major group identified in the hospital

organization. The administrative function is also rather unique to hospital

organizations. This is due mainly to the methods of dividing responsibilities

among administrators and assistant administrators. An assistant administrator
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may be responsible for a group of departments which includes groups from the

professional, non-professional and fiscal sub-systems so that he cannot be

classified as a member of any of those sub-systems. The administrator may

share departmental responsibility with one or more assistant administrator

and these departments can consist of heterogeneous mixture of activities. The

line between general administration and departmental management is quite

clearly drawn in the hospital sample. Perhaps this is due to the more

traditional organization form found in hospitals until recent years which

featured a very wide span of control for the administrator in which all the

department heads reported directly to him. The department head is the top

functional manager. In reviewing the sample hospitals' organization charts

it is obvious that their organization structures are in the process of changing

from the traditional flat structure to a divisional structure in which at least

one administrative level is inserted between the administrator and the

department heads. This trend was further demonstrated in interviews with

administrators in which several stated they were currently involved in

reorganization along divisional lines. In the hospitals in the sample which

had divisionalized structures there appears to be no established pattern of

dividing responsibility at the assistant administrator level. One administrator

indicated that he assigned departmental responsibility to assistant administrators

on the basis of matching the assistant's personality with the personalities of

department heads. Therefore it is necessary in this project to consider the

administrative function as a distinct one and the administrators as a major

group or sub- system. In terms of numbers this is the smallest of the groups

within the hospital organization.
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Departmental Differentiation

Lawrence and Lorsch used four basic dimensions to determine

57
organizational characteristics. These are formality of structure, goal

orientation, time orientation and inter-personal orientation. The purpose of

measuring these dimensions for hospital organizations is to show that these

major sub-systems develop different organizational characteristics to

58
facilitate the effective accomplishment of their particular tasks.

Differentiation, then, is the difference in organizational characteristics

between departments within an organization.

Formality of Structure

The degree of formality in an organization structure is one dimension

of the characteristics of the organization. This dimension can be measured

for an organization by investigating a number of organzational factors which

show how highly structured the organization is. The degree of formality of

structure of a department or group within the organization can vary according

to the nature of the department's activities. Among the five major hospital

groups one can expect that the physicians should have the least amount of

formal structure in their work environment. Since their relationship to the

hospital organization is unique, as has been pointed out previously, the

procedures and work rules that apply to other organization members are not

applicable to them. The high degree of professional training and the physicians'

membership in a highly organized profession also should contribute to the lack

of formality of structure since highly professionalized groups usually perform

best with a minimum of control and supervision.

On the other hand, the large group of employees called the professional

group in this project, could be expected to work best in the highest degree of
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formality of structure within the hospital organization. Despite the term

"professional" this group is not as highly professionalized as the physicians.

The nature of their work, which is vital to the health care needs of the patient,

is such that close supervision and control is necessary for effective performance.

Since the hospital's product deals directly with human life, the activities of those

employees who work directly with the patient, and whose activities can affect the

patient's physical welfare, should be subjected to close supervision and control.

The two other major hospital sub-groups, non-professional and fiscal

employees, should fall somewhere between the physicians and the professional

groups in the degree of formality in their department's organizational

characteristics. It could be expected that the non-professional group would

have the second highest degree of formality of structure in their departments.

While their relationship to the patient is less direct than the professional

group of employees their activities are very significant to the patient's comfort

and welfare and control and supervision could be expected in order to insure

proper performance. In addition, their training and skill levels are

considerably lower requiring more in the way of procedures and work rules

and other formal structural characteristics.

The fiscal group of workers could be expected to have less formality

of structural characteristics than either the professional or non-professional

employees. Their work is not closely related to the hospital's service and is

of such a nature as not to require the same degree of supervision and control.

Some of the activities of this group require high skill levels and group members

can belong to professionalized organizations as in the case of accountants,

purchasing agents and others.

The fifth major sub-system, the administrative group, was not measured

for formality of structure because their numbers within the organization are so
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few. Also, their unique position in the hospital organization in which they are

responsible for departments from three of the major sub-groups makes it

difficult to identify them with any particular activity for measuring purposes.

In viewing the hospital organization sub- systems in relation to the

formality of structure dimension one could expect to find that the most highly

structured group would be the professional employee group; the second highest,

the non-professional employee group; the third highest, the fiscal employees,

and the least structured group, the physicians.

.Figure 2 illustrates the method used to measure the formality of

structure dimension of the four major hospital sub-groups. Six specific
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structural characteristics are measured for each of the major sub-systems.

The range of differences in each characteristic was arbitrarily classified into

four categories or degrees of differentiation from the lowest degree of formality

of structure to the highest degree of formality in the structural characteristic.

(Groups 1 through 4).

Average span of control for each major group was determined from

interviews with department heads, personnel department officials, and from

hospital organiz?.tion charts. The larger the span of control the less

structured the department.

The number of levels to a shared supervisor was calculated in the same

manner. The smaller the number of levels to a shared supervisor the less

structure in the departmental organization.

The time span of review of performance was determined by interviewing

department heads from each of the major groups and by interviewing

administrators and assistant administrators. The less frequent the review

of departmental performance the less structured the sub- system work environment.
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The specificity or review of departmental performance was determined

by interviewing appropriate administrative personnel. The less specific the

nature of performance review the less formality in the departmental structure.

The significance of formal rules was determined by interviewing

department heads and administrators and by reviewing, in some instances,

procedure manuals when they were available. The formal rules involved in

this structural characteristic are those organizational rules regarding work

activities and employee behavior. The less comprehensive and numerically

frequent the rules the less structured the sub-unit in the organization.

The specificity of criteria for evaluating performance of the role

occupants was measured by interviewing department heads and administrators

and reviewing personnel department employee evaluation forms. The less

specific the criteria for performance evaluation the less formality of

structure in the department's organizational characteristics.

The tabulation of formality of structure characteristics for the sample

hospitals is shown in Table 19. The raw data by sub-system group and by

characteristic, are shown for each hospital in the sample. The data are

reduced to a differential scale according to the classification illustrated in

n^- o 60
Figure 2

.

Figure 2 shows the classification of major sub-systems which are

referred to as group numbers in Table ID.

The formality of structure dimension for each department or group of

each hospital is shown in the last column of Table 10, One represents the

lowest degree of formality of structure and four the highest degree in the

sample data for each of the six structural characteristics. The group degree

of formality of structure rating, the last column in Table 10, is determined by
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Structural

Characteristic

Degree of Formality

2 3

Average span of

control

over 20 11 - 20 6-10 under 6

Number of levels

to a shared
supervisor

1-3

Time span of review
of departmental
performance

more
than

monthly

monthly semi-
monthly

weekly

Specificity of review
of departmental
performance

general general general specific

oral written statistic statistic

review review

Importance of

formal rules

no
rules

mmor
routine

proceds.

comprehensive
rules on
routine

procedrs.

comprehensive
rules on

all

procedrs.

Specificity of criteria

for evaluation of

role occupants

no formal
formal evaluation

evaluation no fixed

criteria

formal
evaluation

less than 5

criteria

detailed

formal
evaluation

FIGURE 2

DEGREE OF FORMALITY CRITERIA
FOR STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
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Group # 1

Group # 2

Group # 3

Group # 4

Group # 5

PHYSICIANS

PROFESSIONAL STAFF *

NON-PEOFESSIONAL STAFF

FISCAL STAFF

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

See page 1 for a detailed description of this group,

FIGURE 3

MAJOR HOSPITAL SUB-SYSTEMS

Group Total of

Six Structural

Characteristics

0-10

11-13

14-16

17-19

20-up

Differential

Ranking

1 (lowest)

2

3

4

5 (highest)

FIGURE 4

FORMALITY OF STRUCTURE RANKING
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TABLE 10

DEGREE OF FORMALITY OF STRUCTURE
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TABLE 10 (Continued)
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TABLE 11

FORMALITY OF STRUCTURE

Hospital

Group Number

2 3 4

1
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adding the degree of formality rating for each of the six structural

characteristics to get a total for each group of employees for each hospital.

The characteristics were weighted equally since the nature of their inter-

relationship is not known. The total for each group is then differentially

ranked to determine a degree of formality of structure. The scale for this

ranking, illustrated in FigTire 5 , was arbitrarily assigned to permit a

comparative analysis.

Table 11 shows the formality of structure dimension differential ranking

by employee group for each hospital. Averages by group or department

indicate that different degrees of formality of structui'e do exist in groups

having different functions and activities. The physicians (Group 1), as

anticipated, is the least structured of the major sub- systems within the

hospital organization. The fiscal group, Group 5, is the next lowest in the

degree of formality in structure. The non-professional employees, Group 3,

rallies second highest in structure. The professional workers. Group 2, shows

the highest degree of formality of structui-e as was predicted. Figure S

indicates the relative degree of formality of structure for the four major

sub-systems for which this dimension was measured.

4 3 2

LJ_: T

FIGURE 5

FORMALITY OF STRUCTURE
GROUP AVERAGES
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Note that the physicians group have received values of (1) for each of the

six structural characteristics as shown in Table 10. This further points to the

unique relationship of the physicians to the hospital organization. When

evaluated by organizational standards for these characteristics their work

system is so constructed as to make measurement by these standards quite

difficult. For example, the only resemblance to an organizational hierarchy

for doctors affiliated with the hospital is a committee type organization with an

elected Chief-of- Staff. The Chief- of- Staff has little authority over the members

and his main function is to be a liason link between the medical staff and

hospital administrators. Thus the stiuictural characteristics of average span

of control and levels to a shared supervisor possible should be measured on

some other scale than the differential ranking illustrated in Table 1. Physicians'

pei'formance is rarely evaluated in terms of hospital objectives by the

administrators or board of directors. Their professional conduct is evaluated

by their peers but only in a negative direction. As a result of this rather

nebulous relationship to the rest of the hospital organization the six structural

characteristic rating scales apparently do not accurately reflect the degree of

the formality of structure dimension for this major sub-system. However,

even though the 1. rating may be inaccurate in proportion to the evaluation of

the other major groups, the general direction is correct and by organizational

standards it is safe to assume that the physicians' sub- system is highly unstructured.

The average for the professional group for the sample hospitals indicates

it is the most highly structured of the groups, as was expected. The number

of employees of the departments making up this group is a significant factor

in the degree of formality of structure in their sub- system. The nursing

service department is commonly considered to employ 50% of the total

hospital workers. The radiology and medical laboratories also are relatively
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large in terms of number of employees. Combined with the nature of their

work activity the size factor would seem to account for the high level of

formality of structure in their sub-system organization.

The non-professional group average for formality of structure for the

hospital sample was not as highly structured as the professional group. It

was expected that this group of employees would indicate a structural rating

between those of the professional employees and the fiscal group on the scale

of formality of structure differentiation. The nature of the work activities of

this group and the generally lower level of skill required are factors

suggesting that the formality of structure dimension of this group would be

higher than that of the fiscal group.

The average for the fiscal group indicated a lower structured organizational

characteristic than the professional and non-professional groups. The relative

position of this group also was as expected.

The fifth major group, the administrators, could not be evaluated in the

formality of structure dimension.

The formality of structure is one of four dimensions used to measure or

indicate differentiation between departments of an organization based on function

or work activity. Four of the major hospital su?'>-systems were measured in

terms of six structural characteristics to determine the degree of formality in

their sub- organizational structure. The results of this investigation showed

that in general the anticipated differentiation between the major groups is

valid in the hospital sample. The professional employees organization is the

most highly structured, followed by the non-professional employees and the

fiscal employees. The physicians' sub-system organization is the least structured

of the four major groups measured.
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Goal Orientation

The second dimension used to measure differences in organization

characteristics is the goal orientation of organization members. Members of

different departments within the organization can be expected to have goals of

different nature and magnitude depending on the task or function of the group

to which the member belongs. These differences in objectives are a natural

outgrowth of the specialization that accompanies the departmentalization of

the organization around the task to be accomplished.

Physicians affiliated with the hospital could be expected to be more

concerned about scientific knowledge and the establishment of new and improved

procedures than other organization members. One also would expect that the

major hospital sub-groups dealing most directly with the patient would be

primarily concerned with patient welfare and comfort. The professional and

non-professional groups would be primarily concerned with these objectives.

The fiscal group members, being less directly associated with the patient

could be expected to be mainly concerned with costs and efficiency. The

administrators, because they are responsible for departments comprising

professional, non-professional and fiscal group members could be expected to

be concerend with both patient welfare and with costs and effectiveness.

The data needed to measure goal orientation of organization members

were obtained by responses to a portion of the questionnaire which asked

"hospital managerial employees and physicians to indicate the areas of major

concern, in their opinion, from nine statements dealing with three different

decision making criteria involved in a hypothetical decision concerning a new

fil
procedure. Three of the statements dealt with scientific factors involved in

a decision about a new procedure. Three statements were concerned with

patient welfare and comfort decision making criteria. The remaining three
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statements dealt with cost-effectiveness criteria for decisions involving a new

procedure. The respondents were asked to rank the nine statements into three

groups of three statements each according to their opinions of their impor-tance

in decision making about a new procedure. First choices were rated (2),

second choices were rated (1), and third choices were left blank. Table 12

shows the results of the questionnaire responses by major group and by

hospital for the three criteria categories. A total of six points indicates

that the average of the respondents from the sub- system was at the maximum

level of goal orientation for that decision making criterion. A zero would

indicate a minimum level of orientation for the criterion among members of

the responding hospital group.

The group averages, classified by the three decision making criteria;

scientific knowledge, patient welfare and effectiveness, indicated that

differences in goal orientation do exist between tie various major depart-

ments of the hospital organization. However, the magnitude of the goal

orientation was not as strong in certain instances as one would have expected.

Figure 6 illustrates the range of goal orientation strengths of five major

hospital groups for each of the three sets decision criteria.

As Figure 6 shows, the physicians are more oriented toward scientific

objectives than the other four major hospital employee groups. However, the

strength of this goal orientation is not as great as one might anticipate. Also

interesting is the relative strength of cost-effectiveness goals among physicians

responding to the questionnaire. It could be expected that cost and efficiency

would be of least concern to physicians as opposed to their apparent strong

concern for this objective. Patient welfare appears to be relatively strong

as a physician's objective.
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5

r
432 1

T —

^

Scientific Knowledge*

12 43

TTTT
5

T

Patient Welfare*

1345 2

TTTT T

Cost-Effectiveness**

* Significant at the . 001 level using Kruskal- Wallis analysis

** Averages significant only at . 5 level using Kruskal-Wallis analysis

FIGURE 6

GOAL ORIENTATION
GROUP AVERAGES
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TABLE 12 (Continued)

GROUP #
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The professional employees apparently are more strongly oriented

toward cost-effectiveness than patient welfare. This deviates from the expected

goal orientation for this group of employees. While their concern for patient

welfare is relatively strong there appears to be, among the respondents in the

sample, an even stronger concern for maintaining effective use of the resources

at their disposal. Their concern for scientific objectives is rather weak but

still ranks second only to the physicians among the hospital sub- systems. This

is as would be expected of professional type of employees. There are no

apparent reasons for the professional group of employees ranking below the

non-professional and fiscal groups in strength of their patient welfare objectives.

The non-professional group members showed equally strong orientation

to patient welfare and cost-effectiveness and a weak concern for scientific

objectives. Again this group indicates a relatively strong orientation toward

cost and efficiency objectives. As in the case of the professional group of workers

the reason is not readily discernable. However, the relatively equal strength of

the two objectives would appear more logical for this group since their relationship

to the patient is less direct than that of the professional employees.

The fiscal employees showed a strong orientation toward cost objectives

as was anticipated. Their concern for patient welfare also was strong which

could indicate that this group has a close relationship to the administrative

group as was suggested in several interviews with hospital managerial personnel.

The degree of this relationship with administration may be evidenced by the

higher than anticipated patient welfare goal orientation of the fiscal group.

The administrative personnel indicated a strong orientation toward both

patient welfare and cost-effectiveness in their response to the questionnaire.

The duality of administrator's objectives, which was obvious in their interview

CO
responses, is confirmed in their responses to this portion of the questionnaire.
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Their weak orientation toward scientific objectives would seem to be due in

part to their rather distant relationship to the physicians who as a group have

the strongest scientific goal orientation. The strength of patient welfare as

a goal of administrators is evidenced by maximum average response scores

for two of the sample hospitals. As Figure 6 illustrates, the administrative

group has the strongest orientation toward patient welfare of all the major

sub-groups. It also ranks second in the degree of orientation toward cost-

effectiveness goals. This group is by far the weakest of all groups in scientific

goal orientation.

The goal orientation dimension of organization members was measured

by responses to statements on the questionnaire relating to decision- making

criteria useful in a h5T3othetical new procedure decision. The physicians are

the most highly orientated toward scientific knowledge of the groups and the

administrative group indicated the strongest orientation toward patient

welfare, as had been anticipated. However, the professional sub-system's

employees strong inclination toward cost-effectiveness objectives deviated

from the expected strong orientation toward patient welfare goals. It should

be noted that the significance level of the cost-effectiveness averages is low

and the comparison of the group responses to this characteristic is subject to

conjecture.

Time Orientation

A third dimension of the characteristic of an organization is the time

orientation of the organization members. Members involved in different

activities are likely to have different orientations toward time. The time

elem.ent is significant to managerial personnel in relation to decision feedback.

Those organizational sub- system members who deal with the day-to-day
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operational problems where the feedback from decisions is fairly rapid could

be expected to have, in general, a short-term time orientation. The groups in

a hospital organization who are involved most frequently in the short-term time

period are the professional, non-professional and the fiscal employees. The

members of these groups could be expected to be most comfortable working

under conditions where the feedback from their decislcrs occurred rather

quickly.

The physicians and the administrators, in the hospital environment, deal

with problems for which the results of their decisions are not so quickly known.

The feedback from their decisions could be expected to occur at a time some-

what removed from the decision. To be comfortable working in this sort of

environment the members making up these groups have to be able to tolerate

delay in feedback from the decision making process. Therefore, their time

orientation would be of a longer cycle than the other major departments of the

hospital organization.

Time orientation was measured for this dimension by asking physicians

and hospital managerial employees, on a portion of the questionnaire, how their

time was divided between activities directed at current problems and those of

a longer-range nature. They were asked to indicate their estimate of their

work time spent on problems involving each of the following time periods;

one month or less, one month to one quarter, one quarter to one year, and

over one year. The response to each of these time periods on the questionnaire

was factored and totaled to reach a time orientation figure for each respondent.

A figaire of 100. would indicate a minimum time orientation for the respondent

in which all of his activities were directed at problems that were solved in less

than one month. A figure of 400. would indicate a maximum time orientation
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for the respondent in which his work activities were directed at problems

which were expected to be solved more than a year in the future.

Table 13 shows the tabulation of responses from this portion of the

questionnaire dealing with time orientation. These data represent the averages

of responses for each of the major hospital groups by hospitals in the sample.

The averages by groups for all the sample hospitals indicate that differences

in time orientation between members involved in different activities do exist.

Figxire 7 illustrates the time orientation of the members of the five major

sub-i^ystems in the hospital organization .

As predicted, the members of the professional, non-professional and

fiscal groups showed a short-term orientation. The non-professional group

members indicated the shortest time orientation. Since their activities

require the least skill of any of the hospital groups problems of a long-term

nature would not be expected to occur frequently. The fiscal group members

also indicated a short-term orientation. This too, as anticiapted, is due to

the nature of their activities. The nature of problems associated with

accounting, admitting and other related activities is such that feedback occurs

rather rapidly and group members are oriented to shorter time cycles. The

professional employees also indicated a short-term time orientation, as was

expected. However, their average time span of activities was slightly longer

than the non-professional and fiscal group members. This difference could

be attributed to the fact that the nature of their work is somewhat different

from these groups and that they have a more direct relationship to the

hospital's product - patient care.

The physicians and administrators showed in their response to the

questionnaire that they have a longer-term time orientation than the members of

the other three major sub-groups. The average of physicians' responses
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Hosp,

TABLE 13

TIME ORIENTATION

* Figures represent average of responses from each group.

** Weighted averages of individual responses.

Hosp.
Avg.

1



*

342 1 5

t
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* Significant at . 05 level using Kruskal-Wallis analysis

FIGURE 7

TIME ORIENTATION
GROUP AVERAGES*
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indicate a time orientation of one month to one quarter or 200 on the time

orientation scale as shown in Figure 1>. The administrative respondents

indicated they had the longest time orientation of all organization members.

These results were as anticipated. The feedback from physicians' activities

and the long-range nature of administrative problems would be of a longer-

term nature than those of the other three groups.

The time orientation dimension of hospital organizational characteristics

was determined from responses to a portion of the questionnaire. Respondents

from .the professional, non-professional and fiscal groups indicated in their

response to these questions that their members' time orientation was of a

short-term nature as was predicted. The physicians and the administrators

showed in their responses that they have a longer tim.e orientation than the

other three groups. These responses also were similar to that predicted

for these two groups.

Interpersonal Orientation

The fourth organizational characteristic dimension is the interpersonal

orientation of organization members. It has been suggested that workers in

different departments have different orientation toward other employees and

coworkers depending on the type of task environment of their work group.

Fiedler has shown that workers engaged in highly uncertain or highly certain
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tasks tend to develop a task oriented interpersonal orientation. In moderately

uncertain task environment the worker tends to develop a human relations type

of interpersonal orientation.

To predict a desired level of interpersonal orientation for hospital

group members it is necessary to investigate the degree of certainty of the

tasks performed by the members of the five major sub-groups in the hospital
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organization. The physicians' face a rather high degree of uncertainty in their

task as they attempt to diagnose illnesses and prescribe appropriate treatment

for their hospital patients. As a result of this uncertainty in their work environ-

ment they could be expected to be more task oriented than human relations oriented.

The professional group workers, because they deal directly with caring

for the patient, also face a degree of uncertainty in their work environment.

While the degree of imcertainty would not be expected to be as great as that

of the physicians one could still exi^ect the professional group to be task oriented.

The members of the non-professional group and the fiscal group employees

face a more certain work environment. This is due mainly to the fact that they

are not directly involved with the uncertainties that surround the treatment and

care of patients. These groups could be expected to have a higher degree of

human relations orientation than the other two groups described above.

The administrative group members also face a moderately uncertain

work environment. While some of their activities deal with day-to-day operations

they also must cope with the uncei'tainties of the technical aspects of patient care

as well as the unceiiainties of long-range planning and problem solving.

To measure the interpersonal orientation of hospital organization mem-

bers, Fiedler's 'The Least Preferred Coworker" instrument was used. The

managerial persomiel and physicians taking the questionnaire were asked to

respond to a statement about a least preferred coworker. They were asked to

rate 21 personal attributes about this person on an eight place scale. The tabu-

lation of the responses to this statement is shoAvn in Table 14, The averages of

member responses for each major group is shown for each hospital. With 21

attribute ratings used on the LPC instrument the highest possible score is

168 and the lowest is 8.
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TABLE 14

INTERPERSONAL ORIENTATION

Hosp.
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A higher score is indicative of a human relations interpersonal orientation and

a lower score a task orientation. The scores on this instrument are relative

and there are no absolute scores indicating task or human relations orientation.

Figure 8 illustrates the averages of LPC score responses by major

group for each hospital in the sample.

1
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The professional employees' response showed that as a group they were

the second most task oriented employees. However, the degree of task versus

human relations orientation of this group was not as great as might have been

expected. Perhaps an error was made in predicting the imcertainty of their

work environment and in actuality it is more moderately uncertain similar to

the non-professional and fiscal groups.

The non-professional and fiscal workers indicated a more human relations

orientation in their LPC statement responses. This was as expected since they

share a moderately uncertain work environment.

The admiiiistrators' response to this portion of the questionnaii'e showed

that they have, as a group, the highest degree of human relations orientation.

In addition to the fact that this sub-group of the hospital organization faces a

relatively moderate degree of uncertainty in their work activities, the public

relations facet of their responsibilities may contribute to a human relations

I

philosophy in their work attitiides. Since hospitals are semi-public institutions

the administrators are continually dealing with members of the public in general.

This is of considerable contrast to an industrial situation where a public relations

specialist handles the administrative contacts with individuals and organizations

outside the firm. In this respect then, their responses to the LPC statement

may reflect other factors than environmental uncertainty.

The interpersonal orientation dimension of hospital departmental members

was determined by using Fiedler's LPC instrument. The physicians respondents

indicated the highest degree of task orientation. The administrative workers

showed the highest degree of human relations orientation. The respondents from

the non-professional and fiscal group members indicated a moderate human

relations orientation. The professional group members' responses werethe
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second most task oriented although not to the degree originally predicted.

However, the comparative analysis of the interpersonal orientation of these

groups must be considered suggestive due to the low level of statistical

significance of the averages compared.

Organizational Differentiation

To this point in this section departm.ental differentiation has been discussed.

It has been suggested that groups within the organization which have different

functions have differences in their organizational characteristics. The nature

of the differences in four specific organizational characteristics for hospital

organizations have been examined and a desired, or expected, relationship has

been suggested for each of five major groups within the hospital organization

for each of the four characteristics; formality of structure, goal orientation,

time orientation and interpersonal orientation. (One exception was made

because the formality of structure characteristic could now be measured for

the administrative group. ) The results of an empirical study involving 209

questionnaire responses, several interviews and data gathered from the records

of the fourteen hospitals, have been analyzed and tabulated. The results have

shown that the suggested organizational differences between functional groups

within hospital organizations do exist. The analysis to this point has been

based on functions or activity, across the hospital sample. An analysis of

differentiation by individual hospitals within the sample is now in order.

It has been stated that each of the five major hospital functional groups

should exhibit a desired, or expected, degree of organizational differentiation

in four specific organizational characteristics. The questions that can be
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asked are: To what extent did the hospitals in the sample vary in sub-group

organizational characteristics? and: To what extent does deviation from the

desired organizational differentiation affect organization performance?

Hjfpothesis I for this project states: That the more effective hospitals

have approximated a desired level of organizational differentiation which is at

a higher level than the less effective ones.

To test this hjT)othesis it is necessary to review the data shown in Tables

10, 12, 13, 14, and to translate the desired level of organization differentiation

into ijiore specific terms to serve as a standard for determining sub-group

deviation for the desired differentation levels.

In Table 10, the differential scale for the formality of structure

dimension is shown for the four major groups measured for each hospital in

the sample. It was suggested that physicians should have a low

level of formality of structure; the professional group - a high level of

formality of structure; and the non-professional and fiscal groups should

have a moderate level of formality of structure. The totals of each group's

six structural characteristics rating is shown in the next-to-last column in

Table 10. These total differentiation ratings ranged from 6 to 22. An arbitrary

division was made to establish three groups, high, medium and low to facilitate

comparative analysis. A total score of under 14 was considered to be an

indication of a low level group organization structure; 14 through 18 is a

medium level; and above 18 to indicate a high level of formality of structure.

Deviations from the sub-system formality of structure dimension is shown

in the appropriate column of Table 15, based on the standard established

above.

For the goal orientation of hospital sub- system members it was suggested

that the physicians should be the group with the highest scientific knowledge
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orientation; that the professional and non-professional group members should

have a high patient welfare and comfort goal orientation; that the fiscal group

employees should be the most concerned about costs and efficiency; and that

the administrators should have dual objectives of patient welfare and cost-

effectiveness. Referring to the goal orientation data shown in Table 12, the

standards for each major group vtere arbitrarily established from a ranking of

group response averages for goals most significant to the group respondents.

For the physicians the average response rating for the scientific decision

criteria ranged from to 4. 0, column 1 under Group 1 responses in Table 12,

with an average of 1, 9. The 2, level was selected as the lowest acceptable,

scientific goal orientation level and physician group scores below this level

wei-e considered to be deviations. The patient welfare and comfort criteria

responses for the professional groups ranged from 2. 7 to 4. 2. Since this goal

was expected to be of major significance to professional workers all those

hospital professional groups with patient welfare and comfort ratings below

their rating for the cost-effectiveness objectives were considered to be

deviations from the desired goal rating level. For the non-professional

group members, whose response averages for the patient welfare goal ranged

from 2. to 5. 0, scores below the average of all responses, 3. 7, was

considered to be a deviation. The fiscal employees, expected to have an

orietnation toward cost-effectiveness, the response range was from 2. to 5.

for this set of decision criteria. Scores below the avei'age of 3. 8 were

considered deviations.

The administrative group members were expected to have high goal

orientation scores in both patient welfare and cost-effectiveness decision

criteria sets. The hospital's administrative group ratings for patient welfare
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and cost-effectiveness were added together, (the last two columns in Table 12,

to determine deviations from the desired level for this group of employees.)

The total of average responses for both goals was 7. 8, (3. 8 for patient

welfare objective plus 4. for the cost-effectiveness goal). Total scores of

less than 7. 5 for the two sets of decision criteria for each hospital's

administrative group were considered to be deviations.

Hospital groups having deviations from the goal orientation

dimension are shown in the appropriate column of Table 15.

For the time orientation dimension the physicians and administrators

were expected to have longer-term orientation and the three other groups to

have shorter-term time orientation. The response data for this dimension

are shown in Table 13. The physician group response averages ranged from

117. 5 to 310. with an overall average of 200. 8. Group responses below

200 were considered deviations. The professional group member response

averages ranged from 145. to 241. 2 with an average for all groups of 175, 3.

Those groups with scores below 170 were considered deviations. The non-

professional group averages ranged from 130. 5 to 206. 6. Group scores

below 160 were judged to be deviations from the desired level. The fiscal

group response averages ranged from 117.5 to 225. Group scores below

170 were noted as deviations. The response averages for the administrative

groups ranged from 160. to 325. with an average of all hospital

administrative groups of 225. 0. Scores of groups which were less than 200

were judged to be deviations.

Hospital groups deviating from the time orientation dimension are

shown in the appropriate column in Table 15.

The interpersonal orientation dimension response data are shown in Table
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TABLE 15

GROUP DEVIATIONS
FROM DESIRED DIFFERENTIATION LEVELS
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TABLE 15 (Continued)
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14, The physicians wei-e expected to be the most task oriented of the groups.

Professional group members were also expected to be task oriented but not

to the same degree as the physician groups. The non-professional, fiscal and

administrative groups were expected to have higher LPC score levels than the

physicians and professional employees indicating a more human relations

orientation. Physician group response averages for this dimension ranged

from 61. 5 to 107. with an average for all physician groups of 82. 8. Group

response averages above 90 for physician groups were considered deviations.

The professional employees' response averages ranged from 69. to 108. 7

with an overall average of 91. 5. The non-professional group averages ranged

from 85. 5 to 131. 3 with an overall average of 96. 5. The fiscal group responses

ranged from 58. to 118. 5 with an average of 92. 0. The professional, non-

professional and fiscal group scores under 90. were judged to be deviations

from the desired level. The response averages for the administrative groups

ranged from 71. 5 to 148. with an overall average of 98. 8. Group scores

below 92. were judged to be deviations.

Groups deviating from the desired levels of interi^ersonal orientation

are shown in the appropriate column of Table 15.

The hospitals in the sample differed considerably in the nature of the

organizational characteristics of their sub-systems. Deviations of hospital

groups from the exi^ected levels of sub- system organizational characteristics

have been indicated in Table 15.
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Differentiation and Performance

To determine the effect that the degree of organizational differentiation

of hospital sub-systems has on organizational performance it is necessary to

compare an organization's deviations from the desired differentiation levels

with its performance. Figui-e 9 shows the number of sub-system deviations

from the expected levels of the four dimensions measured. The hospitals

are grouped by performance ranking.

Hospital Number of Groups
Performance Deviating from the

Ranl<:ing * Desired Differentiation

Levels.

High 25 **

Medium 36

Low 43

* See Table 9 in the section on pei-formance for details of

individual hospital performance ranking.

** The actual number of deviations for high performing

hospitals was factored by 5/4 because only 4 of the

14 hospitals in the sample were ranlced as high

performers.

FIGURE 9

SUB-SYSTEM DEVIATIONS

The hospitals ranl^ed in the high performance cate^iory had fewer
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functional groups deviating from the desired organizational characteristics than

did the hospitals in the medium and lov/ performance ranking. The hospitals

ranked in the medium performance group also had less group deviations than

those ranked in the low performance category. This would indicate that

organizational differentiation is a significant factor in organizational

performance. Functional groups within the hospital's organization that are led.

to develop appropriate organizational characteristics for their particular

activity can be expected to contribute more to the organization's product than

those groups which do not achieve the proper differentiation in these

characteristics.

It was possible to measui'e the actual level, or amount, of differentiation,

as opposed to deviations in differentiation, in only one of the four dimensions

of organizational characteristics, the formality of structure dimension. In

Table 2, the higher the differential ranking of a group for each of the sLx

structural characteristics the higher the level of formality of structure and

the greater the level of actual organizational differentiation. By adding the

group totals for each hospital, as shown in the next-to-last column of Table 2,

the result indicates the amount of structural differentiation of all the groups

in that hospital. These totals for each hospital are showna in Table 16. The

high, medium and low ranking for the amount of differentiation in the formality

of structure dimension for each hospital was made on the following scale:

high - (58-57), medium. - (56-53), and low - (48-35). The last column in

Table 16 indicates the performance ranking for each hospital. The significance

level of the correlation of the amount of structural differentiation and

performance indicates that higher levels of differentiation are necessary for

better performance. However, this apparently contradicts current

organization theory which suggests that some groups perform better with
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TABI£ 16

FORMALITY OF STRUCTURE AND PERFORMANCE*

Hospital
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less formality of structure in their organization. In this study the physicians

were expected to have a low level of formality of structure and each hospital's

physician group was measured at the lowest differential level. The findings

then, would appear to indicate that only the functional groups within the organi-

zation requiring higher degrees of structural differentiation improve their

performance as control and supervision are increased for their departments.

Summary

In this section the results of portions of the empirical study have been

analyzed. The analysis revealed that different sub-groups within the hospital

organization develop different degrees of organizational characteristics. It

also showed that the hospitals within the sample varied as to the degree of

sub-group differentiation within their organization structure. Deviations of

sub-group organizational characteristics less than medium or lower perform-

ing hospitals, confirm Hypothesis I of this project. Absolute amounts of

differentiation was determined for the formality of structure dimension and

compared witli organizational performance. Results indicate that higher levels

of structural differentiation promote higher performance in sub-groups tliat

require structural differentiation in their work environment.



PART C: INTEGRATION

The Nature of Integration

In this section the collaboration process that facilitates conflict resolution

and joint decision-making within the organization will be investigated. In the

previous section it was shown that organizational characteristics and the

orientation of organization members differ from department to department.

The question then arises as to how organization members who have different

formal structure in their departmental organizations, and who differ considerably

in time, goal and interpersonal orientation, are able to resolve conflicts arising

between departments in the organizational decision-making process. The

ability of organization members to overcome this differentiation and make

joint decisions effective in reaching organizational objectives is referred to as

the quality of integrative activity. Integration, as defined at the outset of this

project, is the state of collaboration that exists among departments that are

required to cooperate in order to achieve organizational objectives.

Two major considerations come to mind in observing the integration

process. An increased amount of differentiation within the organization requires

a higher quality and an increased amount of integrative activity. The ability of

organization members to provide the required quality of integrative activity will

be reflected in organizational performance. It is to these aspects of integration

that the remainder of this chapter is addressed.

Lorsch, in reviewing the literature about integration, describes two

classes of integrative devices within organizations that are useful in supplementing

115
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normal organizational coordinating. One, which is termed structural,

involves the establishment of a separate organizational unit in which the

members' major responsibility is the integration of the activities of the major

organizational sub-systems. The other, termed processual, involves the

establishment of less perm.anent groups, teams or committees whose members

are assigned responsibility for more localized integrative activity. Departmental

managers in most organizations are responsible for the basic integrative

activities in which their sub- system is involved. The delegation of this

responsibility may be implicit and the amount of effective integrative activity

of the manager can vary considerably according to the nature of his personality,

the personalities of the managers he must deal with, and the situational aspects

of his duties. In fact, even when the integrative activity is specifically delegated

actual performance in this area may be lacking as Lawrence and Lorsch found

in their study. "But while the assignment of responsibility met the requirements

of the environment, what actually went on in some organizations differed from
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what was formally designated."

Structural Integration in the Hospital Sample

Structural integrative devices, specific organizational units established

for coordination puiposes, were noticeably absent from the organizations of

the hospitals in the sample. There were, with one exception, no specific

departments or units in the hospital sample charged with coordinating the

efforts of the various departments. One hospital on the East Coast had recently

established the post of Medical Director. He indicated in an interview that a

major portion of his duties dealt with coordinating the activities of the doctors

affiliated with the hospital with other hospital departments.

"All the activities of the medical staff and those who
are involved in patient care are coordinated through my
position'.''^"'-
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Problems arising between the physicians and other departments that weren't

solved at the lower organization levels were channeled to him and he and the

department head involved attempted to solve the problem. The position had been

established for about 18 months. The hospital administrator, when questioned

about the effectiveness of the Medical Director position, stated it was of

considerable help and that he was successful in his efforts to improve the

relationship between the doctors and other hospital departments and the

effectiveness of the organization as a whole. (It is interesting to note at this

point.that the quality of integration between the medical group and the other four

major sub-systems in this hospital was measured as "high" in two instances

and "medium" in the other two cases in which the doctors were involved. Of

the ten possible combinations of relationships between the five major groups

the only two which had "high" rankings, when compared with the other hospitals
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in the sample, involved the medical group.

)

In one other East Coast hospital the position of Lab Coordinator had been

established in 1967. An interview with the incumbent of this position revealed

that a major portion of the position activities dealt with administering personnel

policies in the lab. Some intra-departmental coordination was attempted but

only infrequently did the position duties entail inter-departmental integrative

activity.

Processual Integration in the Hospital Sample

Processual integration devices were observed to be tlie most common

means of facilitating collaboration in the hospitals in the sample. Only two of

the 14 hospitals did not use committees or other processual devices to facilitate

integration. The committee was the most commonly used form of integrative

device. In fact, the only other temporary, non- structural device mentioned in
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interviews with administratoi's and other managerial personnel was the

assignment of administrative interns to coordinate the initiation of special

projects.

While it is not the purpose of this project to explore the reasons for the

extensive use of committees, as opposed to structural devices, in hospital

organizations it is interesting to take note of their widespread use.

There appear to be three basic t5^es of hospital committees; medical

committees for the various clinical areas, administrative committees and ad

hoc committees. The clinical committees are mainly instruments of the doctors

affiliated with the hospital to facilitate clinical effectiveness. However, to the

extent that representatives of other hospital departments such as nursing

service, dietary, housekeeping and others are included in the membership of

these committees, they have a processual integrative function. While these

committees usually meet only monthly or bi-monthly several of the nursing

service managerial personnel felt that they were quite helpful in resolving

conflicts. In addition, they felt that communications were improved and new

procedures and procedure revisions could be initiated with reduced friction

and increased effectiveness.

The administrative committees were common to all of the sample hospitals

as were the clinical committees. However, the function of this committee is

more informative than integrative. Usually they meet monthly and all department

heads are permanent members. Interviews with both administrators and

department heads indicated that these meetings are usually devoted to presenting

information regarding policies and plans and to general discussions regarding

their implementation. The two major disadvantages of this type of committee

for integi'ative puiposes areits size, usually 15 to 25 members, and an
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atmosphere which inhibits members of departments involved in a dispute from

airing their problem in the presence of such a large body. A Lab Coordinator

complained of the large number of people present at these meetings and

suggested: "We could use small informal department head meetings to more
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effectively resolve problems." However, some of the committee members

felt that these meetings had indirect integrative benefits. A Food Manager for

an East Coast Hospital stated it this way:

"We have department head meetings once a month. They
help to keep up good working relations. It is a social dinner
meeting. They do not try to bring out problems between
departments because they should be handled (only) by the people
involved. "

A Director of Laboratories for another East Coast Hospital stated:

"The Administrative Council meetings help us to know
each other so that we can solve our (own) problems.

"

A Director of Nurses at a Central Florida Hospital felt the need for this

type of Committee.

"We need weekly informal social-type meetings to

facilitate cooperation and good departmental relations

between departments. It would help to work things out. "

In the hospitals with divisionalized structures an administrative council

meeting involving administrators, assistant administrators, controller and one

or two others, was frequently used. One administrator called these meetings,

"legislative meetings, " Policy formulation is obviously a main function of

this type of high level committee. Within the divisionalized structure, this

type of committee which usually meets weekly, deals with major problems

facing the hospital organization and apparently is considered a valuable integrative

tool.

Perhaps the most effective processual integrative device used by hospital

administrators is the ad hoc committee. These committees are usually
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appointed to investigate a particular problem or area of conflict. It has the

advantage of having involved managers as members and being small in size.

In addition, the timing of the meetings is flexible and as few, or as many, as

are needed can be called. Several of the administrators interviewed stated that

this type of committee was helpful in bringing about the resolution of difficult

problems and conflicts. This type of committee integrative action is

illustrated by the case of a West Coast hospital problem involving the installation

of data processing systems.

"We had many misunderstandings simply for the lack

of communications. More so than the lack of cooperation.

We established a committee. We established a committee
between the assistant administrator, controller and myself
at this point in time. We have weekly meetings where we
bring up problems. We discuss problems that have come up
due to the automation system that we have established. , . I

think both of these (committees) have done a great deal to make
each of us understand the others' problems and where we could
be helpful, in some instances. "''*

Two of the hospitals in the sample did not use committees for integrative

purposes according to statements from their administrators. One administrator

of an East Coast hospital stated that he used committees only rarely and then

on a temporary basis only. He relied on organization channels and informal

relationships for resolving conflicts between departments. The other hospital,

also on the East Coast, used committees for planning purposes only, according

to its administrator. He stresses an open-door policy. The administrator and

assistant administrator litex'ally keep their office door open and attempt to

provide an atmosphere in the organization conducive to the informal resolution

of conflicts and problems. He encouraged this open-door policy at all levels

in the organization. In addition, he attempts to visit each department head

at least once a day and to keep communication flows open in all directions to

facilitate integrative activity throughout the organization. (Oddly enough, in
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the first hospital cited above the quality of integration measured in the low

third of the hospital sample while the latter hospital ranked second out of the

75
14 hospitals in the sample in quality of integration.

)

Three reasons come to mind for the heavy reliance on processual devices

rather than structural means in hospitals in the size range of those in the sample.

The committee approach is the only feasible way of coordinating affiliated physician

activities in order to provide effective control of the clinical areas. It would be

a natural process of evolution for other hospital departments, as they were first

drawn into the clinical committees, to later use this method to attempt to solve

inter-departmental problems.

The traditional wide span of control in which there were no administrative

levels between the administrator and department heads made the committee or

meeting a convenient means of facilitating information flows. That this method

would be used in attempts to improve integration is a natural progression.

The administrator has, in effect, been a coordinator as well as an

administrator, a sort of quasi- structural device for facilitating integration.

While coordinating is usually a part of managerial responsibilities, the hospital

administrator in dealing with a large number of department heads with widely

varying functions and skills found his role in the collaboration process to be

unusually significant.

The Role of the Organization in Integration

Structural and processual integrative devices are ancillary methods

initiated by managers attempting to improve or facilitate the quality of integration

within their organizations. The basic coordinating activity in an organization is

achieved by its members through the formal organization structure, as well as

through informal channels, as they attempt to discharge their job responsibilities.
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As was illustrated in Chapter II, the classicist recognized both the coordinating

responbilities of managers and the features of the organization structure whose

purpose is to facilitate the coordination of differentiated activities. However,

as organizations became larger and more complex, and under the pressure

of increased differentiation, the basic coordinating system does not provide

the quality of integrative activity necessary for success. Thus the need for

additional coordinating devices.

The basic integrative quality of an organization depends upon the nature of

the organization structure and the integrative ability of its managerial personnel.

That this hold true for hospital organizations is illustrated by the remarks of

the administrator of a Central Florida Hospital who was in the process of

reorganizing his hospital formal structure from the traditional flat type

structure to a divisionalized form.

"I would say that the administrator's basic problem
solving method and controlling these types of problems is

through organization control, and also the selection and
recruitment of the right person in positions of authority.

This is why I thinlc that there needs to be a well developed
middle management group (assistant administrator level)

in the hospital. I think the horizontal organization

(traditional form) does nothing more than induce problems
rather than solve problems. If you can insert the coordinating

role, a middle role basis, you can enlarge the perception of

the people involved.

"

In discussing the problem-solving procedure at his East Coast hospital

the administrator alluded directly to this basic organizational function.

"We depend largely upon the administrative organization
by having department heads, people on equal job levels, try

to resolve their own problems first. "

Hospital administrators would appear to be meeting the problem of quality of

integration mainly by attempting to improve the basic organizational collaboration

rather than stressing structural or processual devices. The trend to structure
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divisionalization that was evident in several of the sample hospitals was, in

part, an effort to improve collaboration as the administrator has indicated in the

statement quoted above. A nursing supervisor stated her opinion that having all

patient care related departments reporting to one assistant administrator had

improved the coordination of activities and the resolution of problems and

conflicts in her hospital.

Administrative personnel responded in much the same manner.

"I honestly feel that having one person in charge of

both of these areas [departments with a problem] brings
quicker and more decisive results. "

'

"[The divisional structure] breaks down barriers of

autonomous units or people that thinl; they have autonomous
units.

"'^'^

"Since this problem deals with departments I'm
responsible for, I am able to deal with it immediately
rather than put it in the minutes and refer it to some
other group. "'°

The other basic approach by administrators is to improve the collaboration

abilities of their managerial personnel. Proper selection of managerial

personnel is one method evident in administrator interview responses. In-

service training with the objective of promoting cooperation between members

of different departments was also being stressed by some hospitals in the sample.

The administrator of a Central Florida hospital thought both of the methods

useful.

"First of all, we try to hire people that have the

overall objective of the hospital, not just a small
department objective, and realize that every department
has to work together if any of us are going to be successful.

We keep up a continuing program of keeping everyone aware
of the whole program of the hospital, "

Thus the quality of integrative activity within the hospital organization

rests mainly on the type of structure and the integrative abilities of organization
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managers.

The Role of the Administrator in Integration

The organizations investigated in the Lawrence and Lorsch studj'^ each

had structural integrative departments with specific responsibilites for

promoting collaboration between the various major sub-systems of their

organizations. With one exception none of the hospitals in the sample had

structural integrative devices. However, the administrator and assistant

administrators, the top two levels in the ox'ganization heirarchy, appear to

place" a unique emphasis on integrative activity in their roles. While

coordinating is considered a basic managerial function in most organizations

it is but one part of the manager's responsiblitity and must share his attention

with other activites such as planning, organizing, leading and controlling.

While hospital administrators are involved in all these activities they appear

to view their coordinating roles with special significance. This attitude was

evident in interviews with several administrators and assistant administrators

of which some are quoted below.

"Then I ask the department, this is the problem,
how about sitting down with me and the other department
and see if we can work out something. I believe in

getting the individuals together. . . I thinls: my role in that

is that of a coordinator rather than anything else. In fact,

I thinli the administrator is in his role as a coordinator, as
a sei'vice, more than as an administrator of an institution.

Because administration, to me, means that we send out
directives aiid we tell others what to do. And we don't.

Administration is strictly a matter of coordinating the

abilities and talents of others. "'

"If problems arise between departments that I have, we
just sit down and we talk about it. Usually I try to cause the

problem to be solved on the lowest possible level. Those
people that are involved with the problems should be the ones
to solve (it). Rather than set forth a solution to it I want them
to work out the solution. If it's compatible to the organization,
fine. If it isn't, then there might have to be some adjustments
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made. People sometimes will be separated by a
barrier in communications. Well, O.K., come on,

let's get together. If you want to lock horns, go
ahead and lock horns. . . Fight, if you want to. It's

all right with me, but let's get it solved. "

"Then it's a matter of sitting down with both parties
to solve the problem. I don't feel that you can only take
one party and sit down with him individually. I think it

has to be done on a group basis, "

This attitude was also evident in the remarks of the administrator of the

Central Florida hospital quoted on page 122.

One significant reason for the prominence of their coordinating

responsibility is the nature of the physician relationship to the hospital

organization. Since the affiliated doctors have only a quasi-membership in

the hospital organization the administrator has little authority or control over

them or their hospital activities. As a result of this situation, disputes and

problems between doctors and other organization group members can not be

successfully settled by an arbitrary administrative decision. Collaboration

between the groups is a necessity. In interviewing administrative personnel

several mentioned that they rarely became involved in the smaller problems

and conflicts except when the physicians were involved, illustrating the

significance of their super-coordinating role.

Another possible reason for their keen perception of their role in the

collaboration of departmental activity lies in the professional nature of several

of the key departments In the hospital organization. In addition to the doctors,

the nurses, laboratory technicians and pharmacists are members of professions,

and, as one administrator complained, they considered him to be a layman,

lacking the technical knowledge required to enter into the decision- making

process. When these groups were involved in technical problems the

administrator's role is sometimes reduced to promoting collaboration among
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the participants.

A third possible consideration in this matter is the nature of the tradi-

tional form of organization structure in which the department heads report

82
directly to the administrator. This wide span of control allowed for a minimum

of administrative direction and control of the department head and his activities.

This lead to the establishments of semi-autonomous "baronies" by the more

aggressive department heads. The administrator found himself needed not so

much in decision- mals;ing as in facilitating the coordination of these groups.

If the administrator has abnormally high coordinating responsibilities

one could tlien suggest that this is a type of structural device to facilitate inte-

gration. The Lawrence and Lorsch study showed that structural integrators,

to be successful, needed to have goal, time and interpersonal orientation posi-

tions intermediate to those of the members of the groups on which they attempted

to influence the collaboration process. As is shown later in this section, the

administrators did not indicate a mid-point orientation in these areas. This

would lead one to conclude that coordination was not a prime consideration,

above the other managerial functions, but that it was of considerable significance

so as to require an individual with a high level of integrative ability to fulfill

his responsibility successfully as a hospital administrator.

Required Integration in Hospital Organizations

The degree, or quality, of collaboration required between sub- systems

within a hospital organization varies according to the tasks of group members.

In observing hospital activity, several areas requiring a high degree of colla-

boration can be singled out. The most obvious is that the doctors and the
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nursing service employees must work together closely to achieve organizational

objectives. The patients chart is the formal link between these two groups. The

nursing employees are responsible for earring out the doctor's orders for the

patient and for informing him of changes in the patient's condition. Integration

in the activities of these groups is a necessity. Collaboration is also required

between nursing service employees and members of the non-professional

departments. The services rendered by the housekeeping, laundry and dietary

employees must be coordinated closely with nursing service activities. Dietary

services would appear to be the most significant of these services in terms of

patient comfort. The providing of the correct diet at the proper time for each

patient requires a high degree of collaboration between dietary employees and

nursing service personnel.

The admitting department, considered to be part of the fiscal sub- system

in most of the hospitals in the sample, is also required to collaborate closely

with other sub-systems, especially, the doctors. This department initiates the

first steps in hospital services to the patient and is the link between the doctor's

decision to admit the patient and the hospital. A high degree of integration is

needed between the doctors and members of the admitting department for proper

execution of hospital services to the patient.

Additionally, it is necessary for the administrative group to collaborate

closely with members of all the other major sub-systems. This is rather unique

to a hospital organization and is due to the administrator's role being separated

from direct functional activity, as discussed at an earlier point m this section.

The observation of integrative activity in the hospital organizations in the

sample is complicated by the lack of unanimity in the formal structure of these

organizations. This is particularly apparent in the divisionalization of
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departmental activities. Figure 10, illustrates the traditional tj'pe of

organization structure. Two of the hospitals in the sample still retained this

organization form.

Admin, Level

Depart. Head
Level

FIGURE 10

TRAIDmONAL ORGANIZATION FORM

The other hospitals in the sample have established, during the last few

years, an additional administrative level between the administrator and the

department heads in their formal structures. It would seem that this change

has been caused by growth in the size of the organization and an attempt by

administrators to facilitate integrative activity. However, in the hospitals of

the sample no consistent basis for this divisionalization is apparent. Some of

the hospitals are divisionalized according to function; some by degree of

difficulty in achieving integration; and at least one, by personality matching
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of department heads with the assistant administrator. Figiire Tl, illustrates

the divisionalized organization structure.

Admin. Level

Assist. Admin.
Level

Depart, Head
Level

FIGURE 11
I

DIVISIONALIZED ORGANIZATION FORM

Thus integrative activity between the major sub-systems of a hospital

go
organization, as defined for this project, is not always readily identifiable

in the sample organizations. For example, when the various professional

departments are the responsibility of different assistant administrators in the

divisionalized structure the quality of integrative activity required is

substantially increased.

To investigate the areas where integrative activities are necessary in

the sample hospital organizations, 25 assistant administrators and departmental

managerial personnel were asked during the interview to express their opinion
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of the degree of coordination required between pairs of departments representing

the major sub-systems. Because of the diverse arrangements of departments

in the divisionalized structures of the sample hospitals tlie coordination required

between sub-system units could not be determined directly. It was necessary

to specify specific departments representing sub-systems in the coordination

ranking interview question. The respondent was asked: "In your opinion,

what degree of coordination is required between members of the following pairs

of departments in order to carry out their duties effectively ?" The degrees of

coordination were classified as very close, close, and not so close. The

following pairs of department titles were read to the respondent and his response

included in the taped interview: doctors - laboratories, nursing service - dietai^y,

doctors - maintenance, accounting - housekeeping, doctors - admitting, and

x-ray laboratory - payroll accounting. These six pairs represent the possible

combinations of all the major sub-systems with the exception of the adminis-

trative group which was omitted. The departments chosen to represent the

sub-system were arbitrarily selected on the basis that tliey were representative

of the functional sub-system classification used in this project. A tabulation of

the responses to tliis question is sho\vn in Figiire 12 . A score of 3. is the

highest level of coordination required and 1. is the lowest level of required

coordination. The administrative group was omitted because the coordination

required between this group and the others is quite obviously at a high level.

This matter will be treated in more detail at a later point in this section.
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Professional - Non-Professional

Medical - Fiscal

Medical - Professional

Professional - Fiscal

Fiscal - Non-Professional

Medical - Non-Professional

2.6
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due to their positions in structural integrative departments. They include:

the intermediate goal position of the integrator, the influence of the integrator,

and the reward system for integrators. Three additional factors also were

identified for all managers, that is, for those people in the organization with

the normal coordinating responsibility that accompanies their functional duties.

These were level of influence, influence at the required structural level, and

the mode of conflict resolution.

With one exception, there were no structural integrative departments or

unita in the hospitals in the sample. However, because of the unusual emphasis

on integrative activity by the administrative group it would seem warranted to

test their responses to integrative portions of the questionnaire to determine

if the three structural integrative factors identified as effective tools for

collaboration can be applied to members of the hospital administrative group.

Intermediate Goal Position of Integrators

For persons with specific integrative responsibilities an important factor

in their effectiveness is the position of their organization orientation in relation

to the departments between which they are attempting to improve collaboration.

Lawrence and Lorsch suggested that the formality of structure, goal, time

and interpersonal orientation of the members of the integrative unit should be

equidistant between those of the members of the various departments they were

integrating. This would seem to be of obvious benefit to the integrator since

their ability to bring about collaboration between departments would diminish

as their position became closer to one and further from the other. If the

coordinating role of the administrators is a true structural integrating device

their position in these attributes should be between the positions of members

of groups at the extremes.
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Referring to page 76 of Section B, Chapter III, the formality of structure

organizational characteristics v/as investigated for the major sub-systems in

the hospital organizations. Because of the nature of administrative duties

and their small number, formality of structure could not be measured for the

administrative sub-groups. Figure 5, Section B, reproduced below in Figure

13, shows the relative position of the four other major sub-systems with the

physicians being the least structured and the professional departments the

most structured.

1 4 3
t

FIGURE 13

FORMALITY OF STRUCTURE
GROUP AVERAGES

For the administrative group to be effective integrators they should

have formality of structure characteristics between those of the extreme

groups, 1 and 2, and near the positions of the non-professional and fiscal

groups, 3 and 4.

Goal orientation characteristics were measured in three dimensions,

scientific knowledge, patient welfare and cost-effectiveness. These attributes

were measurable for the administrative sub-group. Their relative position

in relation to the other four sub-sj'stems for each dimension is shown below

in Figure 14, which reproduces Figure 6, Section B, Chapter III.
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Scientific Knowledge
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Patient Welfare
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Cost -effectiveness

FIGUEE 14

GOAL ORIENTATION
GROUP AVERAGES
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The scientific knowledge and patient welfare goal orientation of

administrators are at extreme points among the positions of the five hospital

organization sub- systems. In the cost-effectiveness dimension the administrators

are between the extremes in a position not too far from the mid-point. However,

differences in goal orientation of group members are not too great for this

dimension.

In the time orientation attribute the administrative group was again at an

extreme position rather than at an intermediate one. This is shown in a

reproduction of Figure 7, Section B, Chapter III, shown below in Figure 15. The

administrators' time orientation was the most future- orientated of all the groups.

342 1

100 200 300 400

FIGURE 15

TIME ORIENTATION
GROUP AVERAGES

In the fourth organizational characteristic dimension, interpersonal

orientation, the administrators had the most human relations orientation of

all the groups as is illustrated in the reproduction of Figure 8, Section B,

Chapter III below in Figure 16. Their position, again, was at an extreme

rather than at some intermediate point between the interpersonal orientation
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of the other group members.

1 24 3 5
I — t I

70 80 90 100

FIGURE 16

INTERPERSONAL ORIENTATION
AVERAGE OF LPC SCORES

With the exception of the cost-effectiveness goal orientation the

administrative group was at the extreme positions, in one direction or the

other, in the organizational characteristic dimensions. This would indicate

that their integrative function, if it exists in a structural sense, is weakened

because their characteristics and goals appear to be better suited to total

managerial action, as was described in Section B, Chapter III.

Influence of the Integrator

For an integrator to be effective in bringing about collaboration among

department members in the decision- making process, these members should

perceive the integrator to be influential in this process. Obviously, should

members of other departments consider him to have little influence in solving

inter-department problems his effectiveness would surely be limited.

Carrying on the investigation of the structural integrative qualities of
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hospital administrative positions it is now necessary to determine how other

group members perceive the administrator's influence in the problem-solving

process.

To learn how organization members perceived the levels of influence

of the five major sub-systems in hospital organizations questionnaire respondents

were asked to rate the levels of influence of major groups in the decision- making

process. The rating scale ranged from a low of 1. - little or no influence,

to 5. - a very great deal of influence. Table 17 illustrates the average response

by groups for each hospital. The overall sample averages by groups are shown

in Figure 17. The administrators have a very high level of influence and were

rated at a significantly higher level than the next most influential' group, the

physicians.

4 2

FIGUEE 17

LEVEL OF INFLUENCE
GROUP AVERAGES

Thus the administrators have the necessary influence required for

integrators to be successful. However, successful integrative activity should

lead to improved organizational performance. Table 18 shows the level of
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TABLE 17

LEVEL OF INFLL^NCE
MAJOR GROUP AVERAGES
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TABLE 18

LEVEL OF INFLUENCE
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP AVERAGES

RANKING

Hospital
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influence of the administrative group by hospital classified into three categories;

high, medium, and low. When this ranking of influence is compared to the

organization performance ranking, using Spearman's rank-order corx'elation

method, the level of sigTiificance of the relationship between administrative

influence and performance is too low to be meaningful. This would lead one to

assume that the influence of the administrative group members, as perceived

by organization members, is attributed to their administrative position and not

to their integrative abilities; which, as has been already pointed out, is of

major significance in hospital administrators' managerial activity. It is at

this point that an apparent paradox is evident. In Table 18, the total integrative

score ranldi^p of the sample hospitals are shown in the last column. A

comparison of the level of influence of the administrators and the quality of

the total integrative activity in the organization shows that a significant

op
relationship on this basis does exist. This would seem to indicate that the

more influential administrators in the decision-making process promote

successful integrative activity within the organization but that the significance

or relative value of their individual integrative contribution in this particular

phase of activity is not too important to organization performance.

Reward Systems for Integrators

A third factor Lawrence and Lorsch identified to indicate the effectiveness

of structural integx-ators was the extent to which integrators felt that they were

rewarded for their integrative activity. It would be natural for administrators

to respond with emphasis in the aspects of their work which they perceived to

be most significant in their evaluation by their superiors. In the case of

hospital administrators, their salary, title and status is determined by the

board of directors. Administrators who felt they were being evaluated as an
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integrator would be likely to emphasize the coordinating aspects of their job.

If they felt their individual performance was most significant in their

evaluation they might be less concerned about coordination and more interested

in other managerial functions.

To collect information on the basis of evaluation and rewai'd for

administrators they were asked on a portion of the questionnaire to indicate

their perception of the basis for their evaluation. The statement on the

questionnaire asked that the respondent assign a first, second or thii'd rating

to thq most appropriate of the following typical bases for evaluation and reward;

performance of subordinates, performance of my department or group, my

individual performance, how I get along with members of my group, and how

I get along with persons in other departments or groups. A tabulation of the

responses to this statement by members of the administrative group is shown

in Table 19. The rating range was from 3. - most significant, to - little

or no sigTiificance.

The most significant factor in the reward system for administrators was

their individual performance. Group performance and ability to get along with

members outside the group were of similar significance levels although

considerably lower than the individual performance of the administrators.

These responses indicate that administrators do not consider integration the

most significant of their activities in terms of rewards from superiors. This

is contrary to some of the statements made in interviews by the administrators,

some of which have been quoted previously.

The investigation of the three factors pertinent to structural integrating

devices as they pertain to administrators' coordinating activity shows that

very little in the way of a sigTiificant relationship exists. Only in the area of
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TABLE 19

BASIS FOR EVALUATION FOR ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
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influence in the decision-making process does the administrative group indicate

the charateristics of structural integrators and this relationship is made

nebulous by the low significance level of the relationship of this influence to

organization performance. It must be concluded that structural integrative

devices are not used in the sample hospitals and while hospital administrators

are especially sensitive to their coordinating duties and responsibilities, they

are not of the structural type.

Total Level of Influence of all Managers

A signficant portion of integrative responsibility within an oi'ganization

rests on the organization structure and its members. The managers of the

various sub-systems are expected to cooperate and collaborate in order to

achieve organization objectives. This represents an inhei'ent responsibility

that goes hand-in-hand with the other activities of the manager. However,

the success of managers in collaborative activity varies depending upon a

number of factors which have been presented previously. This presents the

problem of measuring the quality of integrative activity within the organization.

What factors, or attributes, that affect the normal organizational integrative

activity can be singled out and measured?

The level of influence of the functional managers, as well as of the

structural integrators, has been suggested as one factor affecting the quality

of organizational integration. Department managers who feel that they have

an influence in the decision-making process are motivated to become involved

in this process. As a result of this involvement, and the feeling that they are

likely to accept and promote joint decisions, thus a higher quality of

integration of the various functional activities, can be expected.

To measure the level of influence of sub- system managers in the hospital
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sample, they were asked to rate the influence levels of the five major groups.

87
A portion of the questionnaire was used to provide this information. The

rating scale ranged from 1. 0, for little or no influence, to 5. 0, for a very

great deal of influence. Refer to Table 17, for the tabulation of major group

response averages by hospital. The averages for each of the five groups in

each hospital are totaled and averaged to get an average level of departmental

influence for each hospital. The departmental average level of influence ratings

are shown in Table 2fl with the ranl< of each hospital.

•Comparing the level of influence of department managers with performance

indicates that a significant relationship between these factors exists. Since there

were no structural integrators present in the hospital sample the responses

represented only functional managers. How they perceive their influence in

the decision-making process is sigiiificant to the quality of integration within

the organization and to organization performance.

Influence Centered at the Required Level

Another factor involved in the integration process is the level of decision-

making within the organization structure. An effective decision- making process

in an organization requires that those persons most knowledgeable about the

problem be involved in solving it. This would require that decisions be made

at different structural levels in the organization since in different functional

departments the knowledge required for good decision- making will be centei'ed

at different organizational levels. Generally, the more technically oriented

and differentiated the department's function, the lower the required level for

effective decision-making. This follows since the higher levels of administrators

in these functions can't have the depth of knowledge of the functional process

necessary to make effective decisions. In organizations where this effect is

recognized decisions involving the functions are made at the level where the
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TABLE 20

AVERAGE DEPARTMENTAL INFLUENCE
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required knowledge is centered. The decisions in these organizations should

produce more effective performance than in those organizations which tend to

make all decisions at a specific level regardless of the function involved. Thus

the knowledgeable people in the functional ai-eas should have the level of

influence necessary for them to have an active part in the decision-making

process.

To investigate this factor in hospital organizations a statement on a

portion of the questionnaire was used. Because of the wide variety of job titles

and descriptions within the professional, non-professional and fiscal sub-groups,

a standard printed information form could not be used to gather information

concerning the influence at the various organization structural levels. At

each hospital the appropriate job titles were entered in ink on the questionnaire

form just prior to submitting the questionnaire to the respondent. The

respondent was asked to indicate his opinion as to the level of influence the

managerial position at the various organization levels in his department had

on departmental decisions. The rating scale for the amount of influence was

the same as that used to measure total departmental influence. A score of

1. indicates little or no influence and a score of 5. indicates a very great

deal of influence.

It is also necessary to determine the organizational level within each of

the major sub- systems where the required knowledge is centered for effective

decision-making. In the physicians' group there are only two structural levels,

the affiliated physicians and their elected chief- ot- staff. Obviously, the

affiliated physician has the required knowledge for decisions involving his

areas of competence. In the professional and non-professional groups the

department head position was selected as the appropriate level in the
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organization structure. In each group the department heads should have the

highest level of functional technical knowledge and skill in the organization.

In the fiscal sub- system the highest structural position is the appropriate

level for decision- making. In some of the hospitals in the sample this position

is entitled, the controller, while in others it is known as the chief accountant.

Regardless of title, this level in the fiscal group's structure appears to be the

level at which the required knowledge for joint decisions is centered. The

nature of the administrative group is such that it is difficult, in the sample

organizations, to delineate, in some aspects of the decision-making process,

between the two levels in their group structure, the administrator and the

assistant administrators. This comes about because of the practice in some

hospitals of the administrator dividing responsibility for functional departments

with assistant administrators. The administrator position was selected as the

level where the required knowledge was centered since the difference in

knowledge level between the two positions is not likely to be too great. The

responses to the level of influence of administrators were so nearly equal

over the hospital sample that no meaningful ranl^ing could be made. As a

result, the responses for this group are omitted from consideration as far

as this particular integrative factor is concerned.

Table 21 shows the average response by groups for each hospital in the

sample. The average response of all physicians indicates that they feel they

have only "some influence" in dec is ion- making. The professional and non-

professional group responses show that the department heads in the sub-

systems have a large amount of influence. The fiscal group response averages

indicate that these respondents felt the controller has a "great deal" of

influence in the decision-making process.
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TABLE 21

INFLUENCE CENTEEED AT
REQUIRED LEVEL

GROUP RESPONSE AVERAGE
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It has been suggested that in those instances where influence is centered

at the appropriate level the quality of the decision- making process is improved.

This should, in turn, result in improved organization performance. When

the ranliings of levels of influence of hospital physicians and professional

group department heads are compared with performance ranlvings of their

hospitals the level of significance indicates that a significant relationship exists.

However, the ranlvings of non-professional group department heads and

controllers in the fiscal groups, when compared to organization performance

ranliings, does not indicate a meaningful relationship.

The explanation for this difference in significance of influence at the

required level between major sub- systems may rest in the total departmental

influence levels. Referring to Table 17, it is noted that on a sub-system

basis the non-professional and fiscal groups have the least amount of influence

among the major groups in interdepartmental decisions. It is possible that

the departmental decisions of the non-professional and fiscal groups are

least sigiiificant in terms of organization effectiveness. In other words, it

would appear that it is more important for influence to be centered at the

required level, where the knowledge is centered, in the medical and professional

departments than in the non-professional and fiscal departments. This would

indicate that the decisions of the medical and professional groups are more

significant and have a greater. effect on performance than the decisions of the

other two groups.

Mode of Conflict Resolution

A third factor identified as important to the integration process is the mode

of behavior of members, or the method, by which the conflicts in the organization

go

are resolved. Managers respond to problems and conflicts in various ways.
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Their response depends on several complex factors. Three modes of

behavior recognized in the responses of managers to conflicts are:

confrontation, forcing and smoothing. Confrontation is defined as the honest

face-to-face relationship of the managers involved in the problem- solving

activity. The problem is discussed frankly by the participants until an

agreement is reached which provides the best solution. Forcing behavior is

related to using influence to bring about the capitulation of some of the

participants in favor of the solution offered by the more influential manager

or group. Smoothing is defined as the compromise type of behavior in which

the participants wish to avoid confrontation or forcing and work toward a solution

that will cause the least amount of disruptions among member relationships.

Of these three modes of conflict resolution it can be expected that the

confrontation mode will lead to the best solution since the involved parties

agree that the solution proposed is the best possible one. They have reached

this point after being actively involved in the problem- solving process. The

other two modes of conflict resolution sacrifice the quality of the solution to

satisfy the behavioral needs of the participants.

The mode of conflict resolution used by hospital managers was

determined through responses to a portion of the questionnaire. The Lawrence

and Lorsch proverb scale rating instrument was used to classify the mode of

89
conflict resolution of respondents. The respondents were first requested

to rate 25 proverbs in their desirability for conflict resolving behavior.

Then they were requested to rate the same 25 proverbs as they reflected

actual problem-solving behavior in their organization. The latter rating of

proverbs representing actual behavior was used to classify mode of conflict
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resolution in the sample hospitals. Table 22 shows tlie tabulated and factored

results of the questionnaire responses by conflict resolution modes and by-

hospital. The lower the numerical rating the greater the use of this mode of

behavior in conflict resolution. The ranlcing of the hospitals in the confrontation

mode shows a significant relationship to hospital performance when compared

by Spearman's rank-order method. The ranlcings of the smoothing and forcing

modes of conflict resolution shows no significant relationship to performance

when the rankings are compared. Thus the more effective hospitals promote

the confrontation type of problem- solving behavior. It should be noted, however,

that all three types of behavior were evident in each of tlie sample hospital

responses. The significant relationship to performance is evident in the hospital

organizations which indicated that confrontation is used more frequently and is

more typical of problem- solving behavior.

Another factor which should be considered when classifying modes of

problem- solving behavior is the total influence level of all tlie sub-systems of

the hospital organization. Where department managers feel they are influential

in the decision process they are more likely to become involved in the decision-

making process. This type of involvement by all departments promotes a con-

frontation approach to conflict resolution. Where managers feel they have

limited influence in the decision process tliey are lilcely to react with compro-

mising behavior or by capitulating to the more influential department managers.

Figure 18 shows a comparison of the ranking of total departmental

influence in the hospitals and tlie level of confrontation ranking for each hospi-

tal. The relationship is significant at the . 02 level which indicates that a feeling

of influence on the part of organization members supports and encourages a
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TABLE 22

MODE OF CONFLICT RESOLUTION
AVERAGE GROUP RESPONSE

Hosp. Smoothing-Rank* Forcing-Ran]<^** Confrontation-Rank**

1
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Hospital

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

15

16

Average Dept,
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confrontation type of behavior pattern in conflict resolution.

Integration and Performance

Some of the factors contributing to the quality of hospital organization

integration have been presented in the previous section. The significance of

their individual relationship to organization performance has been shown. A

problem arises, however, when one attempts to put these factors together to

arrive at some indication of the organization's total integrative quality.

Research to date has not revealed a set, or combination of, significant

factors in integration activitj^ or established their relationship to the total

integration quality of the organization.

Since a measurement of organization integration quality cannot be

accomplished by synthesis it is necessary to measure this attribute for the

organization as a whole. Thi,s was accomplished for the hospitals in the

sample be asking the questionnaire respondents to rate the relationship

between combinations of pairs of the five major hospital sub-systems. They

were given the ten possible combinations of pairs of the sub-systems and

asked to indicate, on a scale of 1. - high to 7. - low, the state of the

relationship between each of these pairs of groups. The average response

by hospital is shown in Table 23 for each combination of pairs of groups for

each hospital.

From the tabulation of response it is possible to test Hypothesis II of

this project, which states: That the more effective hospitals have achieved

a higher degree of integration than the less effective ones.

The relationship between total organization integration quality and
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organization performance proved to be significant when quality of integration

and performance rankings of tlie hospitals in the sample were compared. Thus

the hypotliesis is confirmed.

The quality of integration for the various combinations of pairs of sub-

systems is shown in Table 23. Each hospital's ranlc for quality of integration

is shown for each pair of sub- systems and is compared with organizational

performance ranl^;ings; all but two show a positive relationship at a significant

level. Figure 19 shows the pairs of sub-systems in the order of the level of

significance of their relationship to performance when compared by Spearman's

ranli-order correlation method. It would seem logical to assume that those

pairs of sub- systems whose rankings most closely paralleled organizational

performance ranlcings are the more critical areas of integrative activity.

Reasoning further, the more critical areas of integration could well be those

most differentiated in organizational characteristics and the more difficult to

achieve quality integration in.

In Figure 20, the actual average quality of integration between pairs of

groups is shown. Also shown is the amount of integration required between

the major groups, with the exception of the administrative group, as was

presented in Figure 12. Wlien the manager's perception of the degree of

integration required between pairs of groups is compared to the ranliing of

pairs by significance to performance the relationship is quite evident. Those

pairs requiring very close coordination according to the managers responding

in interviews are the three pairs most significant to performance. The pair the

managers judged to require close coordination ranl<:ed fourth in sig-nificance of

integrative activity to performance. Those rated by managers as not requiring
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close coordination were ranked 7th and 9th in significance to performance.

Rank Pairs of Siib- systems

1 Professional - Medical

2** Professional - Non-professional

2** Medical - Fiscal

4 Professional - Fiscal

5** Administrative - Professional

5** Administrative - Medical

7** Administrative - Non-professional

7** Non-professional - Fiscal

9 Non-professional - Medical

10 Administrative - Fiscal

Level of

Significance *

.005

.02

.02

.025

.05

.05

.05

.05

above . 05

above . 05

* Spearman's rank-order correlation method, next highest

table value used.

** Tie values

FIGURE 19

LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
RANKING OF INTEGRATION OF

PAIRS OF SUB-SYSTEMS
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Pairs of

Sub- systems

Administrative - Fiscal

Administrative - Professional

Administrative - Non-professional 2.4

Administrative - Medical

Professional - Medical

Non-professional - Fiscal

Non-professional - Professional

Non-professional - Medical

Professional - Fiscal

Medical - Fiscal

Average
Quality of

Integration
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between units and the administrative group since integration is assisted by the

vertical communication lines of the organization structure. Because these

lines are structural, the need for integrative activity is actually reduced.

The other major sub- systems do not enjoy a vertical relationship to

one another making integrative activity on the part of managers more necessary,

and by the same token, more difficult.

Those hopsitals in which integrative activity was at a high level between

critical sub-systems benefited in terms of increased organization performance.

Summary

The nature of integrative activity in hospital organizations has been

discussed. The role of organization members and the unique role of

administrative personnel has been presented. It has been noted that the

processual form of integrative activity is used exclusively by the administrators

of the sample hospitals to supplement organizational collaboration.

Six factors that are significant to the quality of integrative activity have

been discussed and tested by empirical evidence wherever possible. Results

indicated that three factors are significant to hospital integrative activity

although no relationship to total quality of integration, or to each other, could

be established.

The total quality of integration for the hospital organizations was

measured, and the results, when compared with organization performance

rankings, indicated that the total quality of integration has a significant

relationship to organization performance, thus confirming Hypothesis II of

this project.



PARTD: DIFFERENTIATION AND INTEGRATION

Differentiation and Integration

The third and final hypothesis of this project is: That the range of

levels of integration is larger and more significant to organization effectiveness

than the range of differentiation in hospital organizations.

Intuitively, the writer felt that the differentiation process followed a

rather natural evolutionary course which took place in the individual's

behavior pattern as environmental conditions warranted. In addition, it was

felt that changes in structure formality would gradually occur to meet the needs

of the organization without much emphasis by administrators. Coordination,

on the other hand, appeared to be more difficult for administrators to bring

about. It isn't a natural response to the environment, but as will be discussed

later, is actually made more difficult by the differentiation process. It would

seem, then, that the integration process would be more significant in terms of

the degree of organization success. The differenatiation process was expected

to occur, more or less out of the control of the administrator, causing

additional coordinating problems to the organization which v/as already grappling

with the problem of achieving the needed degree of collaboration. The main

difference in organization performance was seen in the administrator's ability

to facilitate integrative activity within his organization.

To test this hypothesis it is necessary to evaluate the relationship of both

organizational integration and differentiation with organization performance.

Table 24, shows the total integration quality by hospital, as well as differentiation,

160
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as measured in terms of number of organization departments deviating from

the levels of desired differentiation for the organization.

TABLE 24

RANKINGS OF
DIFFERENTIATION, INTEGRATION AND PERFORMANCE

IN THE HOSPITAL SAMPLE

Hosp.
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It is not possible to substantiate the hypothesis in terms of ranges of

differences in integi'ation and differentiation between effective and less effective

hospitals. Since integration and differentiation are measured on different bases,

a comparison of the degree of deviation from a norm of one against the other

would be meaningless. However, the level of significance of both integration

and differentiation ranking when compared to organization performance, while

not indicative of a comparable relationship, could provide some insight into

their effect on performance.

•The Spearman's ranl<:-order correlation for the sample's quality of

integration and performance ranl^ings is significant at the . 02 level. The

correlation for the sample's differentiation and performance rankings is

significant at the . 005 level. This difference in levels of significance to

performance is considerable and could indicate just the opposite relationship

of that proposed in the hypothesis. That is, the differentiation process is

more significant to organization performance than the quality of integrative

activity.

The ramifications of this finding imply that achieving the appropriate

degree of differentiation in the goal, time and interpersonal orientations of

department managers, in addition to creating the proper degree of formality

in the organizational structural arrangements to meet environmental demands,

is essential to performance and more significant than bringing about collaboration

among organization members. It should be noted, however, that so little is

known about factors affecting integration activity and their relationships that

the true significance of integrative activity could be hidden by inadequate

integration theories and measuring instruments.

The antagonistic characteristics of integration and differentiation have
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been inferred in discussions in preceeding sections of this paper. This

antagonism, simply put, means the more differentiation in the system the

more difficult collaboration becomes. Lawrence and Lorsch found this

antagonistic nature of differentiation and integration in the organizations in their

study.

"In essence, the degree of differentiation among
departments within each organization was antagonistic

to the quality of integration obtained. Given this finding,

we could logically expect, in comparing the states of

differentiation and integration among organizations, to

find that the more highly differentiated all the units in the

organization were, the more difficulty the organization

would have in achieving high-quality integration.
"^

If the logic of this relationship is pursued further it becomes evident that

the quality of integration needed in an organization depends upon the degree of

differentiation among organizational unit characteristics. The highly differentiated

groups require higher quality integration to reconcile the wider differences in

organization members' behavior patterns. However, this increased difference in

behavior patterns makes collaboration more difficult between organization

members.

It appears that this antagonistic nature of integration and differentiation

further refutes Hypothesis III, stated above. One of the prerequisites for

effective performance in an organization is differentiating organizational units

to the degree demanded by the rate of change in the organization's environment.

Overcoming these increased barriers to collaboration is important to performance,

but dependent on, and secondary to, reaching the required state of differentiation.

In reviewing the differentiation and integration rankings of the hospital

organizations in the sample, as shown in Table 25, fully half of them, (7),

achieved a state of integration quality of the same relative degree as their state
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of differentiation. Two of the hospitals were in the high performing group, two

in the medium performing group, and three in the low performing category.

The quality of integration in these hospitals would appear to be adequate to cope

with the state of differentiation within the organization. According to the point

we have just made about the significance of integration to performance,

increasing the quality of integration in these organizations would have less

effect on performance than increasing the amount of differentiation. Two of the

hospitals had widely separated integration and differentiation rankings. Hospital

10, ranlced high in degree of differentiation but low in quality of integration, yet

still performed in the upper thii'd of the sample. Hospital 15, ranked high in the

degree of integration but low in the amount of differentiation while ranlving in

only in the middle third of the sample. This would indicate that even with an

excellent state of collaboration among department members higher performance

would be difficult to achieve until a higher degree of organizational differentiation

is obtained.

This hypothesis is proved invalid then, and the opposite assumption should

be made about the relationship of integration and differentiation in hospital

organizations to organization performance.



NOTES

1. R. E. Browii, "Evaluating Hospital Administration" Hospitals,

J. A. H. A. , Vol XXXV (October 1, 1961).

2. T. P. Weil, "Some Guidelines for Evaluating the Performance of a

Hospital Administrator", Hospital Administration (Chicago), Vol II

(Spring, 1967), pp. 6-14.

3. Lawrence and Lorsch, op. cit.
, pp. 39-42.

4. Some chief executives in hospital organizations are called Executive

Director, others Executive Vice-President. The most common title

of Administrator will be used throughout tlie project to refer to the

hospital's chief executive officer.

5. Sub-goals of research and education were mentioned also.

6. Assistant Administrator, Gulf Coast hospital.

7. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

8. Systems Engineer, Gulf Coast hospital.

9. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

10. Brown, ^. cit. , p. 43.

11. Assistant Administrator, East Coast hospital.

12. Administrator, Gulf Coast hospital.

13. Administrator, Central Florida hospital.

14. Administrator, Central Florida hospital.

15. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

16. Administrator, East Coast hospital.
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17. Administrator, Gulf Coast hospital.

18. Assistant Administrator, East Coast hospital.

19. Assistant Administrator, Gulf Coast hospital.

20. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

21. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

22. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

23. Assistant Administrator, Central Florida hospital.

24. See page 37 , footnote 17.

25. Systems Engineer, Gulf Coast hospital.

26. Assistant Administrator, East Coast hospital

27. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

28. Administrator, Central Florida hospital.

29. Assistant Administrator, Gulf Coast hospital.

30. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

31. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

32. Administrator, Central Florida hospital.

33. Assistant Administrator, East Coast hospital.

34. Administrator, Gulf Coast hospital.

35. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

36. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

37. Assistant Administrator, East Coast hospital.

38. Assistant Administrator, Central Florida hospital.

39. Administrator, Central Florida hospital.

40. Administrator, Gulf Coast hospital.

41. Annual Report - 1968, Health Activities Management Program,

Orlando, Florida.

42. Administrator, Gulf Coast hospital.
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43. See Appendix B for information form detail.

44. Assistant Administrator, East Coast hospital,

45. Assistant Administrator, Central Florida hospital.

46. Assistant Administrator, Gulf Coast hospital.

47. Assistant Administrator, Gulf Coast hospital.

48. Administrator, Central Florida hospital.

49. Hospital size categories are 49 and under, 50-74, 75-99, 100-149,

150-199, 200-299, 300-400 and over.

50. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

51. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

52. Assistant Administrator, East Coast hospital.

53. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

54. Administrator, East Coast hospital.

55. See Appendix B for a sample of the questionnaire form.

56. See Integration Section for a detailed discussion of this topic.

57. Lawrence and Lorsch, op. cit . , pp. 31-39

58. Lorsch, op. cit. , see pages 7-18 for a detailed presentation of the

theoretical background of this topic.

59. Lawrence and Lorsch, 0£. cit.
,

60. See Appendix B for data collection form sample.

61. See Appendix B for a sample of the questionnaire used.

62. See Figure 2 for a description of group classifications.

63. See page 32, Section A, Chapter III, for a discussion of administrative

objectives.

64. See Appendix B for a sample of the questionnaire.

65. F. E. Feidler, Technical Report No. 10, Group Effectiveness Research

Laboratory. 1964
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66. F. E. Fiedler, A Theory of Leadership Effectiveness, New York,

McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 1967.

67. See Appendix B for a sample of the questionnaire.

68. Least Preferred Coworker.

69. Lorsch, op. cit.
, pp. 20-21.

70. Lawrence and Lorsch, op. cit.
, p. 56.

71. Medical Director, East Coast hospital.

72. See Table 24, for detailed presentation of quality of integration data.

73. Lab Coordinator, East Coast hospital.

74. Data Processing Supervisor, West Coast hospital.

75. See Table 24, for detailed presentation of quality of integration data.

76. Assistant Administrator, West Coast hospital,

77. Assistant Administrator, West Coast hospital.

78. Assistant Administrator, West Coast hospital.

79. Assistant Administrator, East Coast hospital.

80. Assistant Administrator, East Coast hospital.

81. Administrator, Central Florida hospital.

82. See Page 128 for further discussion of this matter and a sample

organization chart.

83. See Figure 2, Section B, Chapter III for sub- system classification.

84. See Figure 2, Section B, Chapter III for sub- system classification.

85. See Appendix B for a sample of the questionnaire.

86. Significant at the . 05 level using Spearman's rank-order correlation

Method.

87. See Appendix B for a sample of the questiomiaire.

88. R. R. Blake and J. S. Mouton, The Mange rial Grid, Houston, Gulf

Publishing Co. , 1964.
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89. See Appendix B for a sample of the questionnaire.

90. Significant at the . 05 level using Spearman's rank-order correlation

method.

91. See Table 24, Section C, Chapter III, for quality of integration details.

92. See Table 9, Section A, Chapter III, for details of performance rarJking

for the sample organizations.

93. See Figure 8, Section B, Chapter III, for more information about

differentiation ranking for the sample hospitals.

94. Lawrence and Lorsch, op. cit., p. 48.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

The basic objective of this project is to determine whether the

findings of the Lawrence and Lorsch study could be validated in hospital

organizations.

Fourteen hospitals in Florida were selected for the project. These

hospitals were similar in range of services and size, and were located through-

out the state, serving both urban and rural populations. Information and data

were gathered by questionnaire, interviews and the review of documents and

records. The questionnaire was completed by 209 respondents, all of whom =

were physicians or managerial personnel, representing all levels of management

in all the major hospital sub-systems. Fifty administrators and managers were

interviewed and their responses taped by the writer.

In order to test the Lawrence and Lorsch findings in a hospital environ-

ment it is necessary to make certain assumptions about the environment.

While parts of the Lawrence and Lorsch study were concerned with differences

in organizational characteristics in different industrial environments, this

project is not concerned v/ith inquiring into the state of the environment of

hospital organizations. The assumption is made that the hospitals of the sample

render similar service and face a similar environment. They are treated in this
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project as if they were members of an industry. The external environment

of this industry is assumed to be a dynamic one, and the same for each of the

hospitals in the sample.

In order to determine the significance of degrees of differentiation and

states of integration, it was first necessary to measure the effectiveness levels

of the sample hospitals in terms of organization performance. A single major

indicator of organization performance is not available for measuring hospital

performance. It was necessary to construct a performance index that reflects

hospital organization effectiveness. To do this, it was necessary to establish

the nature of organization objectives. Through intei'view responses from

administrative personnel two major goal areas were identified for hospital

organizations. These are quality of patient care and efficiency of operations.

A descriptive analysis of performance evaluation indices for hospital

organizations was made from the statements of administrative personnel. Ten

indices, most frequently mentioned as useful by administrators, were analyzed

to discover their relationship and value to total organization performance.

These ten indices are divided into two groups, one reflecting the degree of

accomplishment of efficiency objectives, and the other group reflecting

attainment of quality of care goals.

Six of these met the criteria established for use as an index for

measuring hospital organization performance. Two, length of patient stay and

HAS, applied mainly toward efficiency goals. The others; Joint Commission

on Accreditation data, nurse to auxiliary ratio, qualification of staff, and

physician ratings were primarily measures related to quality of patient care.

The information and data gathered from the sample hospitals pertaining

to these attributes were analyzed for each of the hospitals. Comparative ranl^ings
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for each of the indices were established and a total organization performance

ranking was derived by weighing each of the six indices equally in computing

an overall average. The final ranking was divided into three categories, each

comprising approximately one-third of the sample.

With a measure of organization effectiveness established the next step

was to determine organizational differentiation and relate it to organizational

effectiveness. Five major sub-systems were identified in hospital organizations;

the physicians, professional group employees, non-professional group employees,

fiscal department employees and administrative personnel. The Lawrence and

Lorsch methodology was used to determine the degrees of organizational

differentiation among these major sub-groups. Four attributes of organizational

differentiation were used to measur-e organizational characteristics. The formality

of structure, and goal, time and interpersonal orientation of organization members

were measured in each hospital in the sample. The data about the formality of

structure characteristic were gathered for the six different structural attributes

from organization charts, personnel records and interviews. The degree of

formality was determined for each major group for each of the six structural

attributes. An anlysis of these factors revealed that a significant difference

exists among the five major sub-groups.

The goal orientation of group members was measured by analyzing responses

to the questionnaire. Three major goals were identified; scientific knowledge,

patient weKare and cost-effectiveness. The responses to goal orientation

statements on the questionnaire indicated that differences in goal orientation

among group members also exist.

The time orientation of members was measured by responses to portions
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of the questionnaire. Results showed that there is considerable difference in

the time orientation of the members of different units. Some are oriented

toward the near future while others are oriented in tlie direction of more

distant implementation of plans and activities.

The interpersonal orientation of group members was determined by

using Fiedler's LPC instrument. Again, the results showed a wide difference

among group members, with some more task oriented and others oriented

toward human relations.

With tlie fact established tliat there are considerable differences in

organizational characteristics between the five major sub-systems, it was

then necessary to determine the direction and degree of sub-unit differentiation

and their relationship to performance.

The differentiation in organization characteristics desired, or required,

cf each of tlie five major groups was established on the basis of current

organization theory. Next the degree of differentiation for each group of each

hospital was compared with the desired state of differentiation to determine

each group's deviation in organizational characteristics from the desired level.

Because of the medical group's position in relationship to the other organization

members, and as a result of the analysis of their responses to the various

instruments, they were given identical ratings for degree of differentiation

throughout the sample. The deviations of tlie other four groups were tlien

tabulated to determine the organizations among the sample which most closely

approached the desired level of organizational differentiation.

A ranking of the sample hospitals by the degree of differentiation achieved

was compared to performance rankings to test Hypothesis I concerning

differentiation and performance.
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The nature of integration in hospital organizations was investigated. It

was obser\^ed that, with one exception, structural integrative devices are not

used in the hospital organizations in the sample. Processual devices, however,

were much in evidence, usually in the form of committees. Three basic types

of hospital committees were identified and their integrative activity investigated.

The organizational role in integration also was discussed. It would appear that

administrators stress organizational collaboration through structural channels

and the promotion of cooperative behavior patterns among their personnel.

' The role of the administrator was investigated. The hypothesis that his

special coordinating role was, in fact, a structural type of integrative device

was tested. Three factors, suggested by Lawrence and Lorsch, were tested

as these applied to the administrator's integrative activity. These were the

intermediate goal position of the integrator, influence of the integrator and

reward system for the integrator. An analysis of administrator questionnaire

responses revealed that in b6th goal position and reward system factors the

attitude and emphasis of the administrators were not conducive to the structural

type of integrative activity. The administrator was perceived as having

adequate influence to function as a structural integrator but the lack of a

significant relationship of this influence level to organization performance

suggested that the perceived influence levels were due to administrative position

rather than integrative ability.

Three other factors, suggested by Lawrence and Lorsch, pertaining to

all managers were investigated in light of the responses of managerial employees

to portions of the questionnaire. When compared to organization performance the

integrative characteristics of the managerial personnel showed a significant

relationship.

In order to test the relationship between organization integration and
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performance, as proposed in Hj'pothesis II, it was necessary to measure

integration on a total organization basis rather than synthesize an integrative

quality of the organizations from the factors previously investigated. This was

necessary because of the lack of knowledge concerning the relationship of the

three factors to total integration, and to each other.

When the total organization integrative quality ranking was compared to

organization performance rankings it was found that a significant relationship

exists.

Finally, the quality of integration among sub-units was analyzed. The

actual quality of integration among the various combinations of sub-units was

compared to the state of integration required among these units on two bases.

The first was the integration required as viewed by organization managers.

The second basis was the level of significance of the quality of integration

between pairs of units to organization performance. The level of significance

to performance of the degree of integration between pairs of units and the

opinions of the managers as to levels of integration required among units

coincided very closely. However, the actual quality of integration between

these pairs of units, was not, on an average, at the level required. The

higher actual quality of integration levels between pairs of units involved the

administrative group as one of the units. Integration involving the administrative

group as one of the units has the advantage of the vertical organizational structure

to aid tn communications and cooperation, and thus explains why these pairs of

imits enjoy the higher levels of integrative quality. Integration between pairs of

units with a horizontal strucutral relationship, which have been shown as more

significant to performance, was at a lower level and obviously much more dMicult

to achieve.

The antagonistic nature of differentiation and integration was pointed out.
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The more differentiation the sub- systems have within the organization, the

more essential integrative activity becomes. Also, the more differentiated

the sub- systems, the more difficult it is to achieve integration between units

because of the widening differences in the behavior patterns of organizational

members.

The significance of the relationship between differentiation and organization

performance, and the quality of integration and performance were investigated.

The results of the investigation indicated that Hypothesis III was invalid and

that the opposite relationship, to that proposed, could exist.

Conclusions

The objective of this project has been accomplished. The results of the

analysis of the empirical evidence indicate that the findings of the Lawrence

and Lorsch study, pertaining to degrees of differentation and quality of inte-

gration and their relationship to organization performance, are valid in

hospital organizations. Their findings from a study of industrial organizations

showed that in dynamic industries, great degrees of differentiation and

integration resulted in higher organization performance.

The hospitals in the sample, when ranked by degree of attainment of the

required organizational differentiation, indicated a significant relationship to

2
the performance ranking of these same organizations. Additionally, the

ranking of the sample hospitals by quality of integration also indicated a

o
significant relationship to organization performance.

* The Lav/rence and Lorsch methodology was used wherever possible in the
project. However, the variation in level of significance in the values of ave-
rages of responses would indicate that the judgements made from these re-
sponses may or may not be representative of sameness or difference within
the sample.
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There are three main implications that can be ascribed to these findings.

First, they substantiate the Lawrence and Lorsch findings which gives additional

weight to their conclusions regarding traditional organizational theory. In dynamic

industries in which organization members face a rapid rate of change in their

external environment, differentiation in organizational characteristics is neces-

sary for organization effectiveness. This refutes the more traditional theory

that a single best way to structure the organization exists theoretically and should

be sought by all organizational managers,

• Secondly, the possibility exists that the validating of Lawrance and Lorsch

findings in hospital organizations widens the application of their multi-variable

approach to organization theory. This comes about because of one major difference

in the nature of the organizational environment of the sample of this project and

that of the Lawrence and Lorsch study. The rate of change in the industrial market

eavironment factor was one of the three areas of significance in the total external

environment measured in their study. It can be assumed that a difference in the

nature of competition exists between this industrial market and the market for

hospital services faced by the hospitals is the sample of this project. While some

degree of competition exists in urban areas, very little is evident in rural areas.

Another factor involved i . the fact that the physician has a large amount of influence

choosing the hospital to which the patient is admitted. It was not an objective of

this project to investigate the external environmental factors facing hospital orga-

nizations. However, the fact that the findings of this project validate the Lawrence

and Lorsch findings in spite of obvious differences in this environmental factor

would lead one to suspect that no single environmental factor is more sig-nificant

than the rate of change of the firm's total external environment.

The third implication is of practical significance to hospital administrators.
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The analysis of empirical data indicated that differentiation could be more

significant to organization performance than integration. It has also been

shown that differentiation is prerequisite to integration. That is, integration

is required because of the differentiated characteristics of organization

structure and members' behavior. These findings indicate that achieving the

desired level of differentiation is of primary importance to hospital

administrators. Improving integration quality when the proper state of

differentiation has not been reached will not be as rewai'ding as increasing the

degree of organization differentiation. The divisionalization of hospital organization

structure, already accomplished or underway in most of the sample hospitals, is

a proper step in increasing organization differentiation. The additional

administrative level, provided by structural divisionalization, facilitates

increasing the formality of structure, and with the proper divisional alignment

of functional departments, can increase the differentiation in goal, time and

interpersonal orientation of organization members.

The high level of significance between performance and the formality of

5
structure characteristic shows that better control and more rigid direction is

still in order among the hospitals of the sample. Smaller spans of control and

increased levels in the structure are facilitated by divisionalization. More

frequent and more specific evaluation of the performance on a group, as well

as an individual basis, are also needed.

This same divisionalization of the hospital's organization structure, by

adding an administrative level, can also improve the quality of integration that

is needed to accompany increases in differentiation. This can be brought about

by proper departmental alignment under the assistant administrators. By

grouping departments along functional lines, rather than on some other base

in the divisional strucutre, the organizational channels can contribute to
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integi'ative activity among departments.

Another observation is pertinent. The two major sub-systems most

widely separated in organizational characteristics, and thus requiring higher

quality integrative activity, are the physicians and the administrative groups.

Since organizational channels are quite limited among these groups, some form

of structural integrative device to supplement integrative activity seems desirable.

The fact that one hospital in the sample is successfully using a position (Medical

Director) to facilitate integration activity among these groups argues for the

use of this or a similar structural device in the otlier hospitals in the sample.

It may be that hospitals of tlie size and service range of these of the sample

could benefit in terms of organization performance from the use of such a device.

Finally the validation of the Lawrence and Lorsch findings on the relation-

ship between differentiation and integration to performance works both ways.

It not only indicates that these factors are significant to performance in hospital

organizations, but that the level of significance of these factors to performance

gives indications that the performance ranking index is itself valid. In other

words, the level of significance between each of these factors and performance

shows tiae index of performance used to ranlv hospital organizational performance

is valid for the purpose of ranking into high, medium and low categories.

Areas Requiring Further Research

Among the needs for further research in hospital organizational activity,

the one most obvious to tlie writer is the role of the committee, and more

particularly, a determination of its effectiveness as an integrative tool, A

comparison of structural integrative devices with processual devices (hospital

committees) would undoubtedly be rewarding.
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An investigation of the complex relationships among physicians and

administrators, and among physicians and other organization members,

(specifically in terms of organization differentiation and integration) also

seems worthwhile.

The apparent paradox among the professional group members in hospital

organizations, notably nurses and laboratory technicians, warrants investigation.

These employees appear to be undeigoing a period of increased professionali-

zation of their function. According to current theory this trend would indicate a

reduction in the formality of structure in their sub-unit organization is needed

for better performance. The findings of this project suggest that the opposite

is true.

Finally, the whole area of hospital performance needs investigation. The

attitude, prevalent am.ong administrators, that hospital perfomance caimot

be measured should be challenged with an investigative attack aim^ed at deter-

mining valid hospital organization objectives and means of measuring the degrees

of organizational accomplishment of these goals.



NOTES

1. Lawrence and Lorsch, op, cit.

2. Significant at the . 005 level using Spearman's rank-order correlation

method.

3. Significant at the . 02 level using Spearman's rank-order correlation

method.

4. See Figure 1, Chapter I for a model of the Lawrence and Lorsch study.

5. Significant at the . 005 level using Spearman's ranlc-order correlation

• method.

6. See Table 24, Section B, Chapter III for details of the sample ranking.

7. See pages 131 - 136, Part C, Chapter III, for detailed description.
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APPENDIX B

Project Methodology

Data for the project were gathered from three major sources within each

of the hospitals making up the sample, a questionnaire, interview responses

and hospital records.

The following description of the methodology used in the project

supplements and provides details to the presentation made in the project proper.

Measures of Performance

The data for the sLx indices of performance were gathered mainly from

hospital records. The H. A. S. data were supplied on the standard H. A. S,

monthly report form. Copies of the State of Florida comparison forms were

supplied by all but two of the participating hospitals. The averages of the

selected departmental indices were used from the four quarterly reports for

1968 to determine the H. A. S. performance index.

The length of patient stay data for 1968 were supplied, by special

arrangement, by Mr. Jack Monahan, Director of the Florida Hospital

Association.

The Joint Commission on Accreditation data were gathered directly

from each hospital's application for accreditation form. These data were

accumulated and analyzed on a form similar to that illustrated in Figure B-1.

The data for the nurse to auxiliary ratio index and for the qualification

of professional staff index were secured from the personnel files of the

183
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Post Op. death rate (within 10 days)

Post Op. Infection rate

Caesarian Section rate

Infant mortality rate

Nurse - patient ratio

Supei'visor - patient ratio

Nurse - auxiliary ratio

HOSPriAL NO.

FIGURE B-1

JOINT COMMISSION ACCREDITATION DATA
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hospitals. The appropriate personnel department official was requested to

supply tliis information to the writer. The information was recorded and

analyzed on a form similar to that illustrated in Figure B-2. When more

than one classification of therapist was employed the appropriate heading was

written in on the form.

The data for the affiliated physicians' opinions as to the qualitj^ of patient

care rendered by tiie hospital were secured by appending additional questions

to the standard questionnaire forms given to the physicians. These two ques-

tions are shown in Figure B-3. The responses to tlie question dealing with tlie

number of hospitals with which the physician was affiliated were not used.

Differentiation and Integration

The metliodology for measuring the dimensions of differentiation and

integration was taken followiiig Lawrence and Lorsch, (Organization and

Environment, Boston, Harvard University Press, 1967).

Most of the data concerning organizational differentiation and integration

were gathered from responses to tifie questionnaire. Figure B-4 illustrated

the questionnaire form. Two hundred and nine managerial and administrative

personnel responded to the questionnaire. All levels in the organization

structure were represented as were the major organizational sub-systems.

To determine tlie degree of the formality of structure of the hospital

sub-system organizations it was necessary to gatlier information and review

tlie hospital organization charts, procedures and personnel policies. Wliere

appropriate procedures or policies were lacking tlie information was obtained

by interview with the department manager. The form used to record and

analyze these data is reproduced in Figure B-5.
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Nursing:

R.N.

LPN

Aides

Medical Technicians:

ASCP Eeg.

ASCP Elg.

Non-Elg.

X-Ray Technicians:

ART Reg.

Technician

HOSPITAL NO.

Therapists:

Reg.

Elg.

Pharmacy:

Reg.

Elg.

FIGURE B - 2

QUALIFICATION OF STAFF DATA
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Physicians are often in a good position to evaluate the

performance of hospitals at which they are affiliated. From

an overall point of view how would you rate this hospital's .

effectiveness in providing patient care relative to other

hospitals of which you may have a direct or indirect knowledge ?

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Check the number of hospitals in addition to this one with

which you are affiliated.

none

one
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Hospital:

Department:

Position:

First, let me thank you for participating in this study. This questionnaire

is designed to gather information about how the organizational structure of

your hospital affects the hospital's performance. Perhaps some of the

questions will not seem relevent to you but answer them the best you can.

It is not necessary for you to put your name on the questionnaire. Naturally,

all specific question answers will be held confidential. Be sure to ansv/er

every part of the questionnaire assigned to you as indicated by the red arrows.
Thanks for your cooperation.

L. E. Baldwin
College of Business Administration
University of Florida

Gainesville, Florida

PART I

Persons working in different activities are concerned to different degrees
with current and future problems. We are interested in learning how your
time is divided between activities which are directed at problems of an
immediate nature, and those which are of a longer- range nature. Indicate

below what percent of your time is devoted to working on matters which affect

hospital performance and effectiveness within each of the periods indicated.

Your answer should total 100%.

(a) one month or less

(b) one month to one quarter

(c) one quarter to one year

(d) over one year

FIGURE B - 4

QUESTIONNAIRE
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PART II

In evaluating and considering the potentialities of a new procedure there

are many considerations about which persons in different parts of the

organization must be concerned, V/e recognize, while all of these concerns
are important, that certain concerns will be most important to you. In order

to learn which are most important in your personal opinion, we would like you

to rank the nine criteria listed below as follows:

(a) Place a "1" by the three criteria which are of most concern

to you personally.

(b) Place a "2" by the next three criteria which are of second most
concern to you personally.

(c) Leave the remaining three criteria unmarked.

The additional hospital costs involved in using the new idea

in operating procedures.

The patient's response to a new procedure resulting from the

proposed new idea.

The potentialities for scientific publication which might result

from the proposed idea.

The departmental operating problems which might result from
the proposed idea.

The contribution which research on the proposed idea might

make to scientific knowledge.

The effect that the new procedure may have on patient comJort.

The technical capability of the departmental staff to conduct

research on the proposed idea.

The added facilities which would be required in order to

include procedures resulting from the new idea.

The effect of the new procedure resulting from the proposed
idea on other already established procedures.

FIGURE B - 4 (Continued)
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PART III

We would lil^e to know about relationships between different parts of the

organization. This question is aimed at obtaining your evaluation of the

relations between various units.

Listed below are eight descriptive statements. Each of these might be

thought of as describing the general state of relationship between various

units. We would lilce you to select that statement which you feel is most
descriptive of each of the departmental Relationships shown on the grid and

to enter the corresponding number in the appropriate square.

We realize you may not be directly involved in all the departmental

relationships indicated. However, while you may lack direct involvement, you
probably have impressions about the state of the relationships between the

various departments listed. We therefore would like you to fill out the

complete grid.

Units consist of the following departments:

Medical Staff: doctors

Professional Staff: Nursing Service, all Labs, pharmacy,
physical therapy, radiology, etc.

Non-professional Staff: Maintenance, housekeeping, dietary,

laundry, etc.

Fiscal Staff: General accounting, data processing, patient

accounts, admissions, etc.

Administrator: Hospital Administrator
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PART III (Continued)

Relations between these two units are:

1. Sound - full unity of effort is achieved,

2. Almost full unity.

3. Somewhat better than average relations.

4. Average - sound enough to bet by even though there are
many problems of achieving joint effort.

5. Somewhat of a breakdown in relations.

6. Almost a complete breakdown in relations.

7. Couldn't be worse - bad relations - serious problems
exist which are not being solved.

8. Relations not required.

PART IV

In general how much say or influence do you feel each of the staffs

mentioned in Part III and listed below has on decisions involving the whole
hospital organization. Please use the scale below. You may use the same
score to describe more than one of the staffs.

Medical Staff:

Professional Staff:

Non-professional Staff:

Fiscal Staff:

Administx'ator

1. Little or no influence

2. Some influence

3. Quite a bit of influence

4. A great deal of influence

5. A very great deal of influence

FIGURE B - 4 (Continued)
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In general, how much say or influence do you feel each of the following

groups or individuals have on departmental decisions. Respond only for the

unit which includes your department and is marked with the red arrow. Use

the same scale as above. You may use the description to describe more than

one group or position in your unit.

Medical Staff:

Chief of staff

Full time staff_

Affiliated staff

Members

Professional Staff:

Director of Nursing
Assistant Directors of Nursing
Department Heads
Chief Lab Technicians
Day Supervisors
Lab. Tech. Supervisors
Head Nurses
O. R. Supervisors

Non-Professional Staff :

Department Chiefs

Fiscal Staff:

Chief Accountant

Administrators:
Executive Director
Executive Vice President
Administrator
Assistant Administrator

FIGURE B - 4 (Continued)
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PARTY

People differ in the ways they think about those with whom they work. This
may be important in working with others. Please give your immediate first

reaction to the items at the bottom of the page. At the bottom of the page are
pairs of words which are opposite in meaning, such as Very neat, and Not neat.

You are asked to describe a person with whom you have worked Joy placing a

check in one of the eight spaces on the line between the two words.

Each space respresents how well the adjective fits the person you are
describing, as if it were written:

Very Neat:

Very
neat

Quite

neat

FOR EXAMPLE

Some-
what
neat

Slighty Slighty

neat untidy

Not Neat
Some- Quite

what untidy

untidy

Very
untidy

If you were to describe a person and you ordinarily

think of his as being quite neat, you would put a

check in the second space from the words Very Neat,

lil^e this:

Very Neat: Not Neat

Very Quite Some- Slighty Slighty Some- Quite Very
neat neat what neat untidy what untidy untidy

neat untidy

Look at the words at both ends of the line before you put your check mark.
Please remember that there are no right or wrong answers. Please do not

omit any items and mark each item only once.

Now, think of the preson with whom you can work least well. He may be

someone you work with now, or he may be someone you knew in the past. He
does not have to be the person you like least well, but should be the person

with whom you had the most difficulty in getting a job done. Describe this

person as he appears to you.

FIGURE B - 4 (Continued)
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PART VI

There is an old proverb that says, "It may be true what some men say; it

must be true what all men say. " The problem in applying this to the way people
work together in organizations is that all men do not say the same thing. Persons
in any organization have different ways of dealing with their work associates in

other departments. The proverbs listed in the two questions below can be
thought of as descriptions of some of the different possibilities of resolving
disagreements as they have been stated in literature and in traditional wisdom.

1. You are asked to indicate how desirable in your opinion each of the proverbs
listed below is as a way of resolving disagreements between members of

different departments. Please use the following scores in evaluating the

desirability of each proverb.

(1) Very desirable

(2) Desirable

(3) Neither desirable nor undesirable

(4) Undesirable

(5) Completely undesirable

Indicate your evaluation in the spaces below:

1. You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours.

2. When two quarrel, he who keeps silence first is the most praiseworthy.

3. Soft words win hard hearts.

4. A man who will not flee will make his foe flee.

5. Come now and let us reason together.

6. It is easier to refrain than retreat from a quarrel.

7. Better half a loaf than no bread.

8. A question must be decided by knowledge and not by numbers if it

is to have a right decision.

9. When one hits you with a stone, hit him with a piece of cotton.

10. The arguments of the strongest always have the most weight.

11. By digging and digging the truth is discovered.

12. Smooth words make smooth ways.

13. If you cannot make a man think as you do, make him do as you think.

14. He who fights and runs away lives to run another day.

15. A fair exchange brings no quarrel.

16. Might overcomes right.

17. Tit for tats is fair play.

18. Kind words are worth much and cost little.

19. Seek till you find, and you'll not lose your labor.

20. He loses least in a quarrel who keeps his tongue in cheek.

21. Kill your enemies with kindness.

22. Try and trust will move mountains.

^23. Put your foot down where you mean to stand.

24. One gift for another makes good friends.

25. Don't stir up a hornet's nest.

FIGURE B - 4 (Continued)
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PART VI (Continued)

2. In answering this question you are asked to shift from what is desirable to

what actually happens in your organization. As you read the proverbs

below, pleasa indicate, using the following scale, to what extent these

proverbs describe behavior in your organization,

(1) Describes very t3^ical behavior which usually occurs.

(2) Describes typical behavior which occurs frequently.

(3) Describes behavior which sometimes occurs.

(4) Describes untypical behavior which seldom occurs.

(5) Describes behavior which never occurs.

Indicate your evaluation in the spaces below:

1. You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours.
2. When two quarrel, he who keeps silence first is the most

praiseworthy.

3. Soft words win hard hearts.

4. A man who will not flee will make his foe flee.

5. Come now and let us reason together.

6. It is easier to refrain than to retreat from a quarrel.

7. Better half a loaf than no bread.

8. A question must be decided by knowledge and not by numbers
if it is to have a right decision.

9. When one hits you with a stone, hit him with a piece of cotton.

10. The arguments of the strongest have the most weight.

11. By digging and digging, the truth is discovered.
12. Smooth words make smooth ways.
13. If you cannot make a man think as you do, make him do as you

thinly.

14. He who fights and runs away lives to run another day.

15. A fair exchange brings no quarrel.

16. Might overcomes right.

17. Tit for tats is fair play.

18. Kind words are worth much and cost little.

19. Seek till you find, and you'll not lose your labor.

20. He loses least in a quarrel who keeps his tongue in cheek.
21. Kill your enemies with kindness.
22. Try and ti-ust will move mountains.

23. Put your foot down where you mean to stand.

24. One gift for another makes good friends.

25. Don't stir up a hornet's nest.

FIGURE B - 4 (Continued)
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PART VII

Persons in different organizations are evaluated in different ways. The
statements below list five common bases for evaluating individual performance.
You are asked to choose three of these statements which best describes the

basis on which you are evaluated by your superiors, colleagues, and to rank
them using the following scale.

1. Describes the most important basis for evaluation.

2. Describes the next most important basis.

3. Describes the third most important basis.

I am evaluated by my superiors, colleagues on the basis
of the performance of my subordinates.

I am evaluated by my superiors, colleagues on the basis
of overall performance of the department or group with
which I am working.

I am evaluated by mj' superiors, colleagues on the basis

of my own individual accomplishments.

I am evaluated by my superiors, colleagues on the basis

of how well I get along with others in my own department
or group.

I am evaluated by my superiors, colleagues on the basis

of how well I get along with persons in other departments
or groups.

FIGURE B - 4 (Continued)
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HOSPITAL NO.
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The goal orientation of each manager v/as determined from his responses

to Part II of the questionnaire. Statements 1, 4 and 8 stressed cost

effectiveness goals; statements 2, 6 and 9 stressed patient welfare as a goal;

and statements 3, 5 and 7 stressed scientific knowledge goal orientation. The

response rating for each goal of each respondent was calculated by adding their

ratings for each set of goal statements. Sub-systems and hospital averages

were calculated. The response values were reversed in calculating respondent

totals and averages, using the value of 3 to indicate more goal orientation, to

facilitate reader comprehension.

The time orientation of the respondents was determined from the responses

to Part I of the question_naire. The percentage of time spent on matters affecting

each time period, as indicated by the respondent, was factored by the numbers

1 through 4. A 1 factor was used for the shortest time period and a 4 factor for

the longest period. A total of the factored percentage responses indicates the

respondent's time orientation. Averages were calculated by sub-system and

hospital.

The interpersonal orientation of the respondents was determined by the

responses to Part V of the questionnaire. This statement utilizes Fiedler's

Least Preferred Coworker instrument, using 21 attribute ratings. The

checked responses were valued on a scale from 1, representing the least

desirable attribute ratirxg, to 8, representing the most desirable rating. The

respondent's L. P.C. score was calculated by totaling the rating value of each

of the 21 characteristic attributes. Averages were calculated for each sub-

system and hospital.

The degi'ee of coordination required between units was determined by

analysis of the responses to a question asked in the interviev/ with managerial
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personnel. The respondent was asked:

"Different degrees of coordination are required between
different departments within the hospital organization. Would
you please rate the degree of coordination required between
the following pairs of hospital departments? Use 'very close

coordination, ' 'close cooi'dination, ' or 'not so close coordi-
nation, ' to rate each of the following sets of departments:
doctors and medical laboratory; nursing service and dietary;

doctors and maintenance; accoimting and housekeeping;
admitting and doctors; and x-i"ay and payroll accounting. "

These six pairs of hospital departments represent the possible combinations

of relationships between four of the major hospital sub- systems; professional

employees, non-professional employees, fiscal workers, and the medical

doctors. The administrative group was not included because of the obvious

nature of the coordination required between administrative personnel and the

members of the other groups. The degree of coordination required between

sub- systems was calculated by a response of "very close coordination" at

3, "close coordination" at 2, and "not so close coordination" at 1. The average

of all respondents was then determined in order to rank the coordination required

between the pairs of sub- systems.

The goal position of each administrator was determined from each

administrative group member responses to Part II of the questionnaire.

The level of influence of administrators was determined from an analysis

of the responses to the first poi-tion of Part IV of the questionnaire. The responses

were averaged by sub- system and hospital.

The reward system of administrators was determined from the responses

of administrative group members to Part III of the questionnaire. The responses

of the other sub- system members to this portion of tlie questionnaire were not

used. The values of the respondent's ratings of the evaluation criteria were

reversed for improved reader comprehension. The average for each hospital

was calculated.
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The total influence of departmental managers was determined from the

responses to the first portion of Part IV of the questionnaire. The average

level of influence was calculated for each sub- system of each hospital. The

average level of departmental influence was calculated for each hospital to

determine total level of influence ranlcings.

To determine the amount of influence at the required decision- making

level within the sub- system an analysis was made of the responses to the latter

portion of Part IV of the questionnaire. Each respondent was asked to rate the

level of influence of the various managerial positions within his own department.

Because of the variety of job titles used in some of the sub- systems most of

the position titles were written in on the blank spaces provided on the

questionnaire form prior to giving to the respondent. The response ratings

for the selected level in each department were averaged by sub- system and

by hospital.

The mode of conflict resolution was determined from the responses to

Part VI (2) of the questionnaire. Part VI (1) was not used. The 25 provei-bs

were selected from Lawrence and Lorsch, following Blake and Mouton, (The

Managerial Grid, Houston, GuLf Publishing Company, 1964). Only those

proverbs relating to confrontation, smoothing and forcing factors were used.

Figure B-6 indicates the proverb responses used for each factor and their

weighted value.

The total quality of integration was determined from the responses to

Part III of the questionnaire. The value of each response for each pair of

sub-systems was averaged by department for each hospital. The total of

these averages for the ten pairs of relationships was used to indicate the total

level of the quality of integration for each hospital.
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Factor & Proverb Factor Weighting

1. Forcing

Might overcome right . 56

The arguments of the strongest always have

the most weight .47

He who fights and runs away lives to run

another day . 45

If you cannot make a man think as you do,

make him do as you thinlc . 39

2. Smoothing

Kill your enemies with kindness .42

Soft words win hard hearts .41

Smooth words make smooth ways . 41

When one hits you with a stone, hit him with

a piece of cotton. . 38

3. Confrontation

By digging and digging the truth is discovered . 57

Seek till you find and you'll not lose your
labor . 50

A question must be decided by knowledge and

not by numbers, if it is to have a right

decision . 41

Come now and let us reason together . 41

FIGURE B~ 6

MODE OF CONFLICT

RESOLUTION FORM
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In addition to the interview question mentioned previously, regarding the

degree of coordination required among departments, several other questions

were asked of interview respondents. Most of the questions asked of

administrative group members were concerned with goals, objectives and

methods of performance evaluation. The other managerial personnel were

asked questions regarding methods of resolving interdepartmental conflicts.

The wording of the questions varied so as to fit the specific conversation

pattern of each interview respondent.

The questions most frequently asked of the interview respondents are

listed below.

1. Can you tell me how problems or conflicts that arise

between departments get resolved? (Sometimes it was
necessary to pose a hypothetical conflict situation in

order to draw out the respondent on the pattern used to

resolve problems and conflicts).

2. How are you involved in the resolution of these conflicts?

3. In your opinion, what departments in the hospital are most
frequently involved in interdepartmental conflicts ?

4. What committees, liason individuals or other devices are

used to improve coordination between departments ?

5. In your opinion, are they successful?

6. If you consider the hospital organization to be made up of

five groups of individuals; the doctors, the professional

staff, the non-professional staff, the fiscal workers, and

the administrators, howv/ould you rank the general standing

of each group in the organization?

In addition, administrators and assistant administrators were asked the

following questions:

7. How do you go about evaluating the overall performance of

a hospital? What basis do you use to make this evalaution?

8. How would you rate your hospital's overall performance;

excellent, good, fair or poor?
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